EN

Making the job of professionals safer and more practical. That is our mission. Day after
day, we aim to offer you the best workwear, focusing on functionality, quality, durability
and design. So you can get to work with full confidence. Because you get the job done.
And so does your workwear.
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STRETCH INSERTS

01

in strategic areas, such as at the back below the waistband
and the crotch, for optimal freedom of movement. Reinforced
with the extremely resistant Cordura® fibre for a superior
durability.

HIGH PERFORMANCE FABRICS

02

with work trousers made of mechanical stretch fabric with
4-way stretch Cordura® inserts and Cordura® Stretch knee
pockets. The T-shirt and polo shirt fabrics are antibacterial,
quick drying and offer UV sun protection.

ADAPTED FIT

04
6

a nice and tailored fit, without having to compromise on
comfort thanks to the mechanical stretch fabric and the
additional stretch inserts.

PERFECT MATCH WITH D-FX

03

In the same 6 colours and with an equally dynamic look.
Easily mix and match your favourite items from the D-FLEX
and D-FX collections to create a stylish outfit.

REFLECTIVE DETAILS

05

on every garment in this collection: a nice extra touch, for
a stylish look!

COLLECTION
MAKE YOUR MOVE. Stretching, bending, kneeling, reaching ... as a

professional you are on the move all day long. You continuously strive to
achieve the best performance possible. Rely on D-FLEX for durable work
clothes with stretch. So that way you can get to work unhindered. Because
you are constantly on the move, and your work clothes move with you.
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DASSY®

HELIX

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH STRETCH [200973]

4-way stretch at the back below the waistband, crotch, knees and at back of the knees, pockets
reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, open back pocket, zip-up back pocket, 2 leg pockets, pen
holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, D-ring, zip-up safety pocket, reflective details, adjustable back
elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm),
concealed jeans button and zipper, main fabric: mechanical stretch
Fabric - PESCO 41: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2, mechanical stretch fabric
4-way stretch Cordura® inserts - PASPA 01: 88% polyamide/12% elastane, ± 260 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

DASSY®

DYNAX

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH STRETCH AND KNEE POCKETS [200980]

4-way stretch at the back below the waistband, crotch and at back of the knees, adjustable
Cordura®Stretch knee pockets, multifunctional belt loop, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front
pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, leg pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife
pocket, button for knife holder, D-ring, mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket,
reflective details, adjustable back elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle stitching, contrast
stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button and zipper, main fabric: mechanical stretch
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 41: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2, mechanical stretch fabric
4-way stretch Cordura® inserts - PASPA 01: 88% polyamide/12% elastane, ± 260 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | knee pockets: nylon Cordura® Stretch
Cordura®
Stretch knee pockets

6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

DASSY®

FLUX

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH STRETCH, MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200975]

4-way stretch at the back below the waistband, crotch and at back of the knees, adjustable
Cordura®Stretch knee pockets, Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, zip-up pocket for small tools,
multifunctional belt loop, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open
back pocket, leg pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, button for knife holder, D-ring,
mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket, reflective details, adjustable back elastic,
tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed
jeans button and zipper, main fabric: mechanical stretch
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Cordura®
Stretch knee pockets

Fabric - PESCO 41: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2, mechanical stretch fabric
4-way stretch Cordura® inserts - PASPA 01: 88% polyamide/12% elastane, ± 260 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | knee pockets: nylon Cordura® Stretch
6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
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DASSY®

XANTUS

STRETCH BELT
with embossed DASSY logo

D A S SY ®

FLUX

WORK TROUSERS WITH STRETCH,
MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS

DASSY®

The DASSY® FLUX is the right choice for
heavy duty work, thanks to its durable fabric
and Cordura® reinforcements. At the same
time, the streamlined design offers ample
freedom of movement. The mechanical stretch
main fabric is expertly combined with 4-way
stretch Cordura® inserts, exactly where you
need them. And thanks to the spacious and
practical holster pockets you always have your
tools at hand.

NOX S3

LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE
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DASSY®

AXIS

/ WORK SHORTS WITH STRETCH [250082]

4-way stretch at the back below the waistband and crotch, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front
pockets, open back pocket, zip-up back pocket, 2 leg pockets, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife
pocket, D-ring, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle
stitching, contrast stitching, concealed jeans button and zipper, main fabric: mechanical stretch
Fabric - PESCO 41: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2, mechanical stretch fabric
4-way stretch Cordura® inserts - PASPA 01: 88% polyamide/12% elastane, ± 260 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

DASSY®

TRIX

/ WORK SHORTS WITH STRETCH AND MULTI-POCKETS [250083]

4-way stretch at the back below the waistband and crotch, Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops,
zip-up pocket for small tools, multifunctional belt loop, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets,
back pocket with flap, open back pocket, leg pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, button
for knife holder, D-ring, mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back
elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm),
concealed jeans button and zipper, main fabric: mechanical stretch
Fabric - PESCO 41: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2, mechanical stretch fabric
4-way stretch Cordura® inserts - PASPA 01: 88% polyamide/12% elastane, ± 260 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black

DASSY®

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

XANTUS

STRETCH BELT
with embossed DASSY logo
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available fall 2019
Cordura® Stretch
ellbow patches

DASSY®

CONVEX

DASSY®

VELOX

/ MIDLAYER [300447]

Long zipper, zipper with chin protection, 2 front pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket†, long sleeves,
thumbholes, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery and printing
Fabric - PES 38: 100% polyester, ± 287 g/m2
6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black

/ SWEATSHIRT [300450]

Cordura Stretch elbow patches, long zipper, zipper with chin protection, 2 front pockets with zipper,
zip-up chest pocket, long sleeves, knitted cuffs and bottom, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery
and printing
®

Fabric - COPES 86: 65% cotton/ 35% polyester, ±305 g/m2

Elbow patches: nylon Cordura® Stretch
6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

Sizes - XS-3XL

anthracite grey, red/black, black

Sizes - XS-3XL

hidden mesh
ventilation under collar

underarm
mesh ventilation

DASSY®

TRAXION

DASSY®

NEXUS

/ POLO SHIRT [710026]

/ T-SHIRT [710025]

Short sleeves, reflective details, closing with 2 buttons, contrast stitching, printed neck label for extra
comfort, UV sun protection (UPF 50+), antibacterial, hidden mesh ventilation under collar, suitable for
printing

Short sleeves, reflective details, round neck, two-needle stitching around neck and bottom, contrast
stitching, printed neck label for extra comfort, UV sun protection (UPF 50+), antibacterial, underarm
mesh ventilation, suitable for printing

Fabric - PES 44: 100% polyester, ± 216 g/m2

Fabric - PES 04: 100% polyester, ± 141 g/m2

quick drying | UV sun protection (UPF 50+) | antibacterial
6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

quick drying | UV sun protection (UPF 50+) | antibacterial

6847

6479

6846

6674

0783

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

Sizes - XS-4XL

Sizes - XS-4XL

anthracite grey, red/black, black

anthracite grey, red/black, black
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DASSY®

VELOX

DASSY®

SWEATSHIRT

HELIX

WORK TROUSERS WITH STRETCH

12

3x TIMES MORE FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

DASSY®

1. MECHANICAL STRETCH MAIN FABRIC
2. 4-WAY STRETCH CORDURA® INSERTS
3. CORDURA® STRETCH KNEE POCKETS

NOX S3

LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE
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COLLECTION
EXPERIENCE D-FX. As a professional, you work in all kind of circumstances:

wind, cold, snow, dust,… The right workwear supports you in all your efforts.
Experience D-FX (‘the effects’) of a powerful technical design, combined with a
dynamic fit, to cause the effect you desire. Anytime. Anyplace. Because you never
back down. And neither does your workwear.
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MECHANICAL STRETCH FABRIC

01

POCKETS REINFORCED WITH CORDURA®

02

for a superior durability. Result: extremely solid and wearresistant pockets to safely store your tools within reach.
Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.

MODERN FIT

04

tailored and comfortable. With a lowered waist and
reflective details = a modern look guaranteed!
Also discover it in the D-FLEX collection.

The mechanical stretch main fabric guarantees an increased
freedom of movement and an improved comfort.

WATER-REPELLENT TREATMENT

03

As an additional asset, the fabric of the work trousers
received a water-repellent treatment. When wetted by
water, water drops will roll off the surface.

NEW COLOUR RED/BLACK

05

choose between six different colours: elegant black,
dynamic azure blue, neutral anthracite grey, stylish
midnight blue, classic clay brown or striking red.
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DASSY®

SPECTRUM

/ WORK TROUSERS [200892]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, 2 open back pockets, leg pocket, ruler pocket, utility
knife pocket, mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket, reflective details, adjustable
back elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, fabric with waterrepellent treatment, main fabric: mechanical stretch, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button
and zipper
Fabric - PESCO 63: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | water-repellent fabric | mechanical stretch fabric
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

NOVA

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200846]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, 2 open back pockets, 2 leg pockets, pen holder, ruler
pocket, 3 Cordura® tool loops, mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable
Cordura® knee pockets, reflective details, adjustable back elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, threeneedle stitching, contrast stitching, fabric with water-repellent treatment, main fabric: mechanical
stretch, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 63: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | water-repellent fabric | mechanical stretch fabric
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

MAGNETIC

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200908]

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, multifunctional belt loop, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2
front pockets, 2 open back pockets, leg pocket, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, button for knife holder,
mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, reflective
details, adjustable back elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching,
fabric with water-repellent treatment, main fabric: mechanical stretch, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed
jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 63: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | water-repellent fabric | mechanical stretch fabric
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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DASSY®

COSMIC

DASSY®

BIONIC

/ WORK SHORTS [250067]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura , 2 front pockets, 2 open back pockets, 2 leg pockets, pen holder, ruler
pocket, 3 Cordura® tool loops, mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable
back elastic, tailored fit, lowered waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, fabric with waterrepellent treatment, main fabric: mechanical stretch, concealed jeans button and zipper
®

Fabric - PESCO 63: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | water-repellent fabric | mechanical stretch fabric
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

/ WORK SHORTS WITH MULTI-POCKETS [250071]

Cordura holster pockets with tool loops, multifunctional belt loop, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2
front pockets, 2 open back pockets, leg pocket, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, button for knife holder,
mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, tailored fit, lowered
waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, fabric with water-repellent treatment, main fabric:
mechanical stretch, concealed jeans button and zipper
®

Fabric - PESCO 63: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | water-repellent fabric | mechanical stretch fabric
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

VOLTIC

/ BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400148]

Elastic back, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, chest pocket, 2 open back pockets,
2 leg pockets, pen holder, ruler pocket, 3 Cordura® tool loops, mobile phone pocket, zip-up safety
pocket, ID card holder, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, tailored fit, adjustable waist, reflective details,
three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, fabric with water-repellent treatment, main fabric: mechanical
stretch, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 63: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | water-repellent fabric | mechanical stretch fabric
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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DASSY®

FUSION

DASSY®

ATOM

/ SOFTSHELL BODY WARMER [350111]

/ WORK JACKET [300403]

Zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, long zipper, zipper with chin protection, knitted
collar, knitted bottom, 2 front pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket, mobile phone pocket, pocket for
small tablet, inside pocket, reflective details, fleece lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable
fabric, main fabric: mechanical stretch, three-layer softshell with fleece lining, two-needle stitching,
contrast stitching, reinforced from shoulder to shoulder

Rib-knit storm cuffs, Cordura® elbow patches, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, concealed
long zipper, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, zipper with chin protection, 2 front
pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket, 2 inside pockets, reflective details, mesh lining, fabric with
water-repellent treatment, main fabric: mechanical stretch, two-needle stitching, contrast stitching

Fabric - PES 21: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | mesh lining | water-repellent fabric | mechanical stretch fabric

Fleece lining | mechanical stretch fabric | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey

Fabric - PESCO 63: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 250 g/m2
6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey

Sizes - XS-3XL

Sizes - XS-3XL

DASSY®

GRAVITY

DASSY®

HYPER

/ SOFTSHELL JACKET [300396]

Rib-knit storm cuffs, Cordura elbow patches, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long
zipper, zipper with chin protection, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, waterproof zip-up chest
pocket, mobile phone pocket, pocket for small tablet, inside pocket, detachable hood with elastic
drawcord closure, reflective details, three-layer softshell with fleece lining, waterproof fabric, windproof
fabric, breathable fabric, main fabric: mechanical stretch, two-needle stitching, reinforced from shoulder
to shoulder, contrast stitching
®

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure and rib-knit storm cuffs, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord
closure, concealed long zipper, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, zipper with chin
protection, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, waterproof zip-up chest pocket, 2 inside pockets,
detachable hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective details, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric,
breathable fabric, 3D mesh lining, two-needle stitching, contrast stitching, waterproof taped seams,
waterproof garment
Certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

Fabric - PES 21: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura | mechanical stretch fabric | fleece lining | waterproof, windproof and
breathable fabric | WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
®

6479

6846

6674

6744

6541

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey

Sizes - XS-3XL

Fabric - PES 80: 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2

3D mesh lining | waterproof taped seams | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric

WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
6479

6846

0783

6744

6847

6674

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, midnight blue/anthracite grey, red/black,

black, black/anthracite grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
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/ WIND- AND WATERPROOF WORK JACKET [300404]

DETACHABLE HOOD
with elastic drawcord

D A S SY ®

HYPER

WIND- AND WATERPROOF WORK JACKET
A fail-safe protection against the rain, thanks
to the waterproof fabric and waterproof taped
seams. Also, you can keep out icy wind by
adjusting the width of the cuffs or waist.
Since the fabric is breathable, transpiration
moisture can ventilate. This prevents moisture
accumulation or heating and keeps you dry at
all times. And the 3D mesh lining? That helps
you to maintain your body temperature. The
DASSY® HYPER is available in no less than 6
different colour combinations.

WATERPROOF
TAPED SEAMS
EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

3D MESH LINING

creates an insulation layer between
your skin and the jacket’s fabric

19

DASSY®

STELLAR

DASSY®

PULSE

/ SWEATSHIRT [300394]

Cordura elbow patches, short zipper, zipper with chin protection, concealed zip-up safety pocket, long
sleeves, reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves, knitted cuffs, bottom and collar, collar with
drawcord closure, kangaroo pocket, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery and printing
®

Fabric - COPES 80: 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2
6846

6674

6744

6541

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | teddy lining

6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey

Sizes - XS-3XL

Cordura elbow patches, long zipper, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, zipper with
chin protection, 2 front pockets, concealed zip-up safety pocket, double layer hood with drawcord
closure, teddy lining, long sleeves, reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves, knitted cuffs,
bottom and collar, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery and printing
Fabric - COPES 80: 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

/ SWEATSHIRT JACKET [300400]

®

6479

6846

6674

6744

anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey

TEDDY LINING

DASSY®

keeps you nice and warm

SWEATSHIRT JACKET
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6847

Colours - anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/anthracite grey, midnight blue/
Sizes - XS-3XL

PULSE

6541

DASSY®

SONIC

/ T-SHIRT WITH LONG SLEEVES [710012]

Long sleeves, rib-knit round neck, reinforced from shoulder to shoulder, short zipper, zipper with chin
protection, side vents, two-needle stitching around neck, sleeves and bottom, contrast stitching, suitable
for embroidery and printing
Fabric - COSPA 05: 92% cotton/8% elastane, ± 220 g/m2

Cotton single jersey with elastane
6483

6479

6847

6744

6780

Colours - anthracite grey/azure blue, anthracite grey/black, midnight blue/anthracite grey, black/

anthracite grey, black/azure blue

Sizes - XS-4XL

DASSY®

KINETIC

/ T-SHIRT [710019]

Short sleeves, rib-knit round neck, reinforced from shoulder to shoulder, side vents, two-needle stitching
around neck, sleeves and bottom, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery and printing
Fabric - COSPA 04: 92% cotton/8% elastane, ± 190 g/m2

Cotton single jersey with elastane
6483

6479

6846

6541

6847

6674

6744

6780

Colours - anthracite grey/azure blue, anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/

anthracite grey, midnight blue/anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey, black/azure blue

Sizes - XS-4XL

DASSY®

ORBITAL

/ POLO SHIRT [710011]

Short sleeves, knitted collar, closing with 3 buttons, side vents, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery
and printing
Fabric - CO 46: 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

Cotton micro piqué
6483

6479

6846

6541

6847

6674

6744

6780

Colours - anthracite grey/azure blue, anthracite grey/black, azure blue/anthracite grey, clay brown/

anthracite grey, midnight blue/anthracite grey, red/black, black/anthracite grey, black/azure blue

Sizes - XS-4XL
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CANVAS WEAVE

01

for an extremely hard-wearing and highly comfortable
garment, with a sturdy and rough look.

CERTIFIED CORDURA® KNEE POCKETS

02

offer maximum knee protection in combination with the
DASSY® Cratos certified knee pads. Can be adjusted in
height to ensure a correct position.
Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.

CONCEALED JEANS BUTTON AND ZIPPER

04
22

eliminates the risk of scratches or electrical conductivity
on the job. Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.

CORDURA® REINFORCEMENTS

03

for a superior durability, exactly where you need it: at the
holster pockets, back pockets, elbow patches,…
Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.

ZIP-UP SAFETY POCKET

05

to safely store your tools or personal items such as your wallet,
phone,… Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.

COLLECTION
EXTREMELY IRRESISTIBLE WORKWEAR. Combine superior

durability with the extremely hard-wearing and highly comfortable canvas
fabric, extra Cordura® reinforcements and an incredible good look. Result:
extremely irresistible workwear. As a self-assured professional, you always
opt for durable workwear that allows you to make a good impression. Because
you do not only work professionally, you are a professional. It’s in your DNA.
And in that of your workwear as well.
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DASSY®

STARK

/ CANVAS WORK TROUSERS [200721]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, leg pocket,
pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, mobile phone pocket, concealed zip-up safety pocket,
adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm),
concealed jeans button and zipper
Fabric - PESCO 25: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6370

6876

6378

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, moss green/black, midnight blue/black, olive green/black, black/

anthracite grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

CONNOR

/ CANVAS WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200893]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, 2 leg
pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, knife holder, mobile phone pocket,
concealed zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular fit,
regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 25: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6370

6876

6378

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, moss green/black, midnight blue/black, olive green/black, black/

anthracite grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

SMITH

/ CANVAS WORK SHORTS [250044]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, leg pocket,
pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, mobile phone pocket, concealed zip-up safety pocket,
adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, concealed jeans button and
zipper
Fabric - PESCO 25: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6370

6876

6378

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, moss green/black, midnight blue/black, olive green/black, black/

anthracite grey

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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DASSY®

BOLT

/ CANVAS BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400149]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, chest pocket, back pocket with flap, open back pocket,
leg pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, mobile phone pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee
pockets, regular fit, adjustable waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 25: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6370

6876

6378

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, moss green/black, midnight blue/black, olive green/black, black/

anthracite grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

GORDON

CANVAS TOOL POUCHES
WITH VELCRO LOOPS
easy to attach to and detach from
the belt of your work trousers
through 2 Velcro loops

DASSY®

CONNOR

CANVAS WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS

DASSY®

KENT

/ CANVAS WORK JACKET [300316]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, Cordura® elbow patches, adjustable waist with snap fasteners,
concealed long zipper, zipper with chin protection, back pleats, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front
pockets with zipper, chest pocket, zip-up chest pocket, ID card holder, mobile phone pocket, pen holder,
inside pocket, two-needle stitching
Fabric - PESCO 25: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6370

6876

6378

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, moss green/black, midnight blue/black, olive green/black, black/

anthracite grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
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DASSY®

WAYNE

DASSY®

AUSTIN

/ CANVAS BODY WARMER [350087]

Adjustable waist with snap fasteners, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, concealed long
zipper, zipper with chin protection, back pleats, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, chest pocket,
zip-up chest pocket, ID card holder, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, 2 inside pockets, fleece lining,
two-needle stitching
Fabric - PESCO 25: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 295 g/m2

Fleece lining
6479

6370

6876

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure and rib-knit storm cuffs, Cordura® elbow patches, preformed sleeves,
elastic waist, concealed long zipper, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, zipper with chin
protection, 2 front pockets with zipper, chest pocket, waterproof zip-up chest pocket, ID card holder,
mobile phone pocket, pen holder, 2 inside pockets, detachable hood with elastic drawcord closure,
quilted lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, two-needle stitching, waterproof
taped seams, waterproof garment
Certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

6378

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, moss green/black, midnight blue/black, olive green/black, black/

anthracite grey

Certified EN 14058:2004
class 1-3-2-X-X

Fabric - PES 90: 100% polyester, ± 240 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | waterproof taped seams | quilted lining | waterproof, windproof and
breathable fabric | WR = 10000mm - MVP = 7000 g/m2/24h
6479

Sizes - XS-3XL

/ CANVAS WINTER JACKET [500098]

6876

0783

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, midnight blue/black, black, black/anthracite grey
Sizes - XS-3XL

DASSY®

CROFT

DASSY®

INDY

/ THREE-LAYERED FLEECE JACKET [300319]

Rib-knit storm cuffs, Cordura elbow patches, long zipper, zipper with chin protection, 2 front pockets
with zipper, chest pocket, pen holder, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, anti-pilling
®

Fabric - PES 28: 100% polyester, ± 350 g/m2
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric | three-layer fleece
6479

6876

0783

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, midnight blue/black, black, black/anthracite grey
Sizes - XS-3XL
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/ HOODED SWEATSHIRT [300318]

Cordura elbow patches, short zipper, double layer hood with drawcord closure, long sleeves, reinforced
shoulders, knitted cuffs and bottom, kangaroo pocket, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery and
printing
®

Fabric - COPES 90: 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6479

6876

0783

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, midnight blue/black, black, black/anthracite grey
Sizes - XS-4XL

EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

EN 14058:2004
class 1-3-2-X-X

ID CARD HOLDER

REINFORCEMENT

D A S SY ®

at the elbows

AUSTIN

Preformed sleeves
for extra comfort.

CANVAS WINTER JACKET

This sturdy winter jacket accompanies you in
cold, windy and rainy weather. The waterproof,
windproof and breathable fabric in combination with
waterproof taped seams, Cordura® elbow patches
and quilted lining ensure that the DASSY® AUSTIN
is the obvious choice for all your outdoor activities.

Adjustable cuffs with velcro
and rib-knit storm cuffs.
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COLLECTION
This collection is a classic. Count on a proven track record in terms of quality,
functionality, durability and comfort. Thanks to the comprehensive range and colour
palette you can quickly and easily find the workwear that fits your specific work
situation and company colours. Because your work perfectly meets the needs of
your customers, and your workwear meets yours.
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COMPREHENSIVE RANGE

01

BROAD RANGE OF COLOURS

02

you will definitely find a perfect match with your company
colours. Easily combine tops and bottoms into one
professional look.

ADJUSTABLE BACK ELASTIC

04

your work trousers fit perfectly around your waist and do
not fall down.
Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.

quickly and easily find what you are looking for. With specific
subcollections for different target groups: painters, women,
kids,…

LARGE HEM

03

easily extend your work trousers or overall: just undo one
seam in the hem and obtain 5 cm extra (about 2“)! Thanks
to the large hem, the lengthened trousers are still nicely
finished. Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.

THREE-NEEDLE STITCHING

05

makes your workwear strong and long-lasting.
Also discover it in the other DASSY collections.
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DASSY®

LIVERPOOL

/ WORK TROUSERS [200427]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone
pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching,
large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
0508

0373

0826

0825

0704

Colours - beige, cement grey, royal blue, navy, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

VEGAS

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH REFLECTIVE TAPE [200822]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone
pocket, zip-up safety pocket, reflective tape of 50 mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist,
three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
0825

0704

Colours - navy, black
BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

DASSY®

NASHVILLE

/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS [200658]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone
pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching,
large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
6371

6141

Colours - bottle green/black, white/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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DASSY®

KNOXVILLE

/ STRETCH JEANS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200691]

2 front pockets, 2 open back pockets, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone
pocket, knee pockets with Velcro, regular fit, regular waist, enzyme stonewashed stretch jeans fabric,
three-needle stitching, jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - CO 94: 91% cotton/8% polyester/1% elastane, 11,5 oz (± 390 g/m2)
0261

Colours - jeans blue

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 24-50

DASSY®

MIAMI

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200487]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular
fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0826

0825

0704

Colours - cement grey, royal blue, navy, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

Fabric - PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0826

0704

Colours - cement grey, royal blue, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

OXFORD

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200444]

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, 2 large front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets, 2
back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, hammer loop, mobile
phone pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist,
three-needle stitching, hem reinforced with Cordura®, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0825

0704

Colours - cement grey, navy, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

Fabric - PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0826

0825

Colours - cement grey, royal blue, navy, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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0704

DASSY®

available autumn 2019

MELBOURNE

/ STRETCH JEANS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200953]

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, zip-up pocket for small tools, multifunctional belt loop, pockets
reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, 2 open back pockets, leg pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket,
utility knife pocket, button for knife holder, D-ring, mobile phone pocket, ID card holder, adjustable
Cordura®Stretch knee pockets, reflective details, hem reinforced with Cordura®, regular fit, regular waist,
enzyme stonewashed stretch jeans fabric, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, hem reinforced with
Cordura®, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - CO 93: 89,5% cotton/10,5% elastane, 9,5 oz (± 322 g/m2)
Reinforcement: nylon Cordura® | knee pockets: nylon Cordura® Stretch
6279

Colours - jeans blue/black
Cordura®
Stretch knee pockets Available in different inside leg lengths.
BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 24-50

DASSY®

BOSTON

/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200426]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular
fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6571

6471

6371

6141

6741

Colours - beige/black, cement grey/black, bottle green/black, white/cement grey, black/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

Fabric - PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6471

6371

6281

6821

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, bottle green/black, royal blue/navy, navy/royal blue, black/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

SEATTLE

/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200428]

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, 2 large front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets, 2
back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, hammer loop, mobile
phone pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist,
three-needle stitching, hem reinforced with Cordura®, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6571

6471

6141

6741

Colours - beige/black, cement grey/black, white/cement grey, black/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

Fabric - PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6471

6281

6642

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, royal blue/navy, red/cement grey, black/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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DASSY®

BARI

DASSY®

ROMA

/ WORK SHORTS [250011]

/ TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS [250024]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle
stitching, jeans button and zipper

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle
stitching, jeans button and zipper

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

0508

0373

0826

0825

6371

6141

Colours - bottle green/black, white/cement grey

0704

Colours - beige, cement grey, royal blue, navy, black

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

CALAIS

DASSY®

VENTURA

/ TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL [400138]

2 front pockets, chest pocket, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, regular fit, three-needle stitching, stretch panels on the side, large hem (extra 5 cm)

2 front pockets, chest pocket, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler
pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, regular
fit, adjustable waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
6471

6371

6141

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, bottle green/black, white/cement grey, black/cement grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

/ BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400101]

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0826

0825

Colours - cement grey, royal blue, navy, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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0704

DASSY®

MONZA

/ TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS WITH MULTI-POCKETS [250012]

Cordura holster pockets with tool loops, 2 large front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets, 2 back
pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone
pocket, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, jeans button and zipper
®

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6471

6281

6141

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, royal blue/navy, white/cement grey, black/cement grey
BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

VERSAILLES

DASSY®

/ TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400124]

2 front pockets, chest pocket, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler
pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, regular
fit, adjustable waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
6471

6141

6741

6371

6281

Colours - beige/black, cement grey/black, bottle green/black, royal blue/navy, white/cement grey,

black/cement grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

/ TWO-TONE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [100286]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, concealed 2-way zipper under flap, 2 snap fasteners, back pleats,
2 front pockets, pass-through pocket, 2 chest pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool
pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, fixed back
elastic, regular fit, reflective piping, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6571

CANNES

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6471

6371

6281

6821

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, bottle green/black, royal blue/navy, navy/royal blue, black/cement grey
Sizes - XS-3XL
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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DASSY®

AVILA

DASSY®

FARO

/ SLEEVELESS WORK JACKET [350076]

/ TWO-TONE SLEEVELESS WORK JACKET [350077]

Adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper, longer back, 2 front pockets, 2 front pockets
with flap, chest pocket, D-ring, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, inside pocket, two-needle stitching

Adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper, longer back, 2 front pockets, 2 front pockets
with flap, chest pocket, D-ring, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, inside pocket, two-needle stitching

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

0373

0825

0704

Colours - cement grey, navy, black

6571

6471

6141

6741

6371

6821

Colours - beige/black, cement grey/black, bottle green/black, navy/royal blue, white/cement grey,

Sizes - XS-3XL

black/cement grey

EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

Sizes - XS-3XL
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

NOUVILLE

DASSY®

LUGANO

/ WORK JACKET [300195]

/ TWO-TONE WORK JACKET [300183]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper under
flap, 3 snap fasteners, back pleats, 2 front pockets, 2 chest pockets, mobile phone pocket, pen holder,
tool pocket, inside pocket, reflective piping, two-needle stitching

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper under
flap, 3 snap fasteners, back pleats, 2 front pockets, 2 chest pockets, mobile phone pocket, pen holder,
tool pocket, inside pocket, reflective piping, two-needle stitching

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

0373

0826

Colours - cement grey, royal blue, navy, black
Sizes - XS-3XL
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

0825

0704

6571

6471

6141

6741

6281

Colours - beige/black, cement grey/black, bottle green/black, royal blue/navy, white/cement grey,

black/cement grey

Fabric - PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2
6642

Colours - red/cement grey
Sizes - XS-3XL
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6371

EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

MONS

DASSY®

HULST

/ BODY WARMER [350062]

/ TWO-TONE BODY WARMER [350051]

Adjustable waist with snap fasteners, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, concealed
2-way zipper under flap, snap fasteners, back pleats, longer back, 2 front pockets, 2 front pockets with
flap, hand warmers, 2 chest pockets, zip-up Napoleon pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, inside
pocket, reflective piping, fleece lining, two-needle stitching

Adjustable waist with snap fasteners, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, concealed
2-way zipper under flap, snap fasteners, back pleats, longer back, 2 front pockets, 2 front pockets with
flap, hand warmers, 2 chest pockets, zip-up Napoleon pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, inside
pocket, reflective piping, fleece lining, two-needle stitching

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Fleece lining
0508

0373

0825

Fleece lining

0704

Colours - beige, cement grey, navy, black

6571

6471

6141

6741

6371

6821

Colours - beige/black, cement grey/black, bottle green/black, navy/royal blue, white/cement grey,

Sizes - XS-3XL

black/cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL

DASSY®

TAVIRA

DASSY®

JAKARTA

/ SOFTSHELL JACKET [300304]

/ TWO-TONE SOFTSHELL JACKET [300336]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper
with chin protection, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket, mobile phone pocket,
inside pocket, detachable hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective piping, three-layer softshell
with fleece lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, main fabric: mechanical stretch,
two-needle stitching

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper
with chin protection, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket, mobile phone pocket,
inside pocket, detachable hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective piping, three-layer softshell
with fleece lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, main fabric: mechanical stretch,
two-needle stitching

Fabric - PES 21: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

Fabric - PES 21: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

Fleece lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
0373

0825

0683

Fleece lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h

0704

6471

6371

6141

Colours - cement grey, navy, red, black

Colours - cement grey/black, bottle green/black, white/cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL

Sizes - XS-3XL
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DASSY®

CHATEL

/ BEAVER WINTER JACKET [500084]

Elasticated cuffs adjustable with Velcro, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed 2-way zipper
under flap, snap fasteners, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, longer back, 2 front
pockets, 2 front pockets with flap, hand warmers, 2 chest pockets, ID card holder, zip-up Napoleon
pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, inside pocket, reflective piping, fleece lining, breathable fabric,
two-needle stitching
Fabric - PESCO 17: 70% polyester/30% cotton, ± 240 g/m2
Fleece lining | beaver | teflon® water-repellent finish
0825

0704

Colours - navy, black
Sizes - XS-3XL

DASSY®

TIGNES

/ TWO-TONE BEAVER WINTER JACKET [500087]

Elasticated cuffs adjustable with Velcro, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed 2-way zipper
under flap, snap fasteners, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, longer back, 2 front
pockets, 2 front pockets with flap, hand warmers, 2 chest pockets, ID card holder, zip-up Napoleon
pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, inside pocket, reflective piping, fleece lining, breathable fabric,
two-needle stitching
Fabric - PESCO 17: 70% polyester/30% cotton, ± 240 g/m2
Fleece lining | beaver | teflon® water-repellent finish
6471

6371

6874

6141

Colours - cement grey/black, bottle green/black, navy/black, white/cement grey
Sizes - XS-3XL

DASSY®

MINSK

/ WINTER JACKET [300411]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure and rib-knit storm cuffs, concealed long zipper under flap, concealed
snap closure, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, zipper with chin protection, longer
back, 2 front pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket, D-ring, 2 inside pockets, detachable hood with
elastic drawcord closure, reflective details, quilted lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable
fabric, two-needle stitching, contrast stitching, waterproof taped seams, waterproof garment
Certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

Certified EN 14058:2004
class 3-3-2-X-X

Fabric - PES 90: 100% polyester, ± 240 g/m2
Quilted lining | waterproof taped seams | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 10000mm - MVP = 7000 g/m2/24h
0373

0825

Colours - cement grey, navy, black
Sizes - XS-3XL
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0783

DETACHABLE HOOD
with elastic drawcord

D A S SY ®

MINSK

WINTER JACKET

Your sidekick for the winter. Nice and warm with
waterproof taped seams and water- and windproof
fabric. Since the fabric is also breathable, transpiration
moisture can ventilate. This prevents moisture
accumulation or heating and keeps you dry at all times.

CONCEALED
ZIPPER

Thanks to its unique design the DASSY® MINSK
can easily be combined with all DASSY collections.

WATERPROOF
TAPED SEAMS

WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF AND
BREATHABLE FABRIC

EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

RIB-KNIT
STORM CUFFS

EN 14058:2004
class 3-3-2-X-X
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DASSY®

FELIX

DASSY®

BASIEL

/ SWEATSHIRT [300270]

Short zipper, zipper with chin protection, long sleeves, reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves,
knitted cuffs, bottom and collar, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery and printing

Short zipper, zipper with chin protection, long sleeves, reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves,
knitted cuffs, bottom and collar, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery and printing

Fabric - COPES 80: 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

Fabric - COPES 80: 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

0373

0825

0607

0704

6471

6141

6741

Colours - cement grey, navy, red, black

Colours - cement grey/black, white/cement grey, black/cement grey

Sizes - XS-4XL

Sizes - XS-4XL

DASSY®

DASSY®

PENZA

/ FLEECE JACKET [300219]

KAZAN

/ TWO-TONE FLEECE JACKET [300217]

Elasticated cuffs, long zipper, zipper with chin protection, 2 front pockets with zipper, anti-pilling,
microfibre fleece

Elasticated cuffs, long zipper, zipper with chin protection, 2 front pockets with zipper, anti-pilling,
microfibre fleece

Fabric - PES 16: 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

Fabric - PES 16: 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

0825

Colours - navy, black
Sizes - XS-3XL

0704

6471

6371

6821

6141

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, bottle green/black, navy/royal blue, white/cement grey, black/cement

grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
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/ TWO-TONE SWEATSHIRT [300358]

DASSY®

LIONEL

DASSY®

OSCAR

/ SWEATSHIRT [300449]

/ T-SHIRT [710001]

Long sleeves, reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves, knitted cuffs, bottom and collar, suitable
for embroidery and printing

Short sleeves, rib-knit round neck, reinforced from shoulder to shoulder, two-needle stitching around
neck, sleeves and bottom, suitable for embroidery and printing

Fabric - COPES 80: 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

Fabric - CO 06: 100% cotton, ± 180 g/m2

0373

0825

0607

0102

0373

0704

0825

0607

0102

0704

Colours - cement grey, navy, red, white, black

Colours - cement grey, navy, red, white, black

Sizes - XS-4XL

Sizes - XS-4XL

DASSY®

LEON

Cotton single jersey

DASSY®

CESAR

/ POLO SHIRT [710003]

Short sleeves, knitted collar, closing with 3 buttons, side vents, suitable for embroidery and printing
Fabric - CO 46: 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m

/ TWO-TONE POLO SHIRT [710004]

Short sleeves in contrast colour, knitted collar, closing with 3 buttons, side vents, suitable for embroidery
and printing

2

Fabric - CO 46: 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

Cotton micro piqué
0373

0825

0704

Colours - cement grey, navy, red, white, black
Sizes - XS-4XL

0607

0102

Cotton micro piqué
6471

6821

6642

6141

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, navy/royal blue, red/cement grey, white/cement grey, black/cement grey
Sizes - XS-4XL
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Go for a rough look, that is strong, but feels soft.
Combine the high abrasion resistance of the strong
cotton-polyester fabric blend with the optimal freedom
of movement.

DASSY®

TULSA

/ CANVAS WORK JACKET [300259]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper, zipper
with chin protection, back pleats, 2 front pockets with zipper, chest pocket, zip-up chest pocket, mobile
phone pocket, pen holder, two-needle stitching
Fabric - COPES 60: 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2
0373

0704

Colours - cement grey, black
Sizes - XS-3XL
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DASSY®

KINGSTON

/ CANVAS WORK TROUSERS [200622]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket,
zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem
(extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Fabric - COPES 60: 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2
0373

0704

Colours - cement grey, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

DASSY®

JACKSON

/ CANVAS WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200596]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket,
zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist,
three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - COPES 60: 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0704

Colours - cement grey, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

DASSY®

TEXAS

/ CANVAS WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200595]

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, 2 large front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets, 2
back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, ruler pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone pocket,
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle
stitching, hem reinforced with Cordura®, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - COPES 60: 60% cotton/40% polyester, ± 340 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0704

Colours - cement grey, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
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Experience the comfort of the insulating and ventilating
characteristics of cotton! A careful selection of the right
cotton variety ensures high abrasion and tear resistance,
which increases the life span of your garment. This way
you can get the most out of your cotton workwear.

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL COTTON

DASSY®

/ WORK TROUSERS [200548]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone
pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching,
large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper

MIAMI COTTON

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular
fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Fabric - CO 43: 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2
0373

0825

/ WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200536]

0704

Colours - cement grey, navy, black
BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

Fabric - CO 43: 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

0825

0704

Colours - cement grey, navy, black
BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52
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DASSY®

DASSY®

VENTURA COTTON

/ BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400101]

2 front pockets, chest pocket, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler
pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, regular
fit, adjustable waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)

NIMES COTTON

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, concealed 2-way zipper under flap, 2 snap fasteners, back pleats,
2 front pockets, pass-through pocket, 2 chest pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool
pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, fixed back
elastic, regular fit, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - CO 43: 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2
0825

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - CO 43: 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
0373

/ OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [100313]

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®

0704

0373

0825

Colours - cement grey, navy, black

Colours - cement grey, navy, black

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-66
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C67
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-67 UK 28-52

Sizes - XS-3XL

0704

DASSY®

LOCARNO COTTON

/ WORK JACKET [300233]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper under
flap, 3 snap fasteners, back pleats, 2 front pockets, 2 chest pockets, mobile phone pocket, pen holder,
tool pocket, inside pocket, two-needle stitching
Fabric - CO 43: 100% cotton, ± 320 g/m2
0373

0825

0704

Colours - cement grey, navy, black
Sizes - XS-3XL
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SAME PROTECTION, ADAPTED FIT

Count on durable, high quality and functional workwear, developed for
women, by women. The new topwear items and the completely revised work
trousers, with a new contemporary straight fit, work for every silhouette.

Extra stretch in the waist

Extra stretch in the waist

DASSY®

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL WOMEN

NASHVILLE WOMEN

/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS [200681]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone
pocket, adjustable back elastic, elastic waistband on the side, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle
stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), stretch panels on the side, jeans button and zipper

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone
pocket, adjustable back elastic, elastic waistband on the side, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle
stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), stretch panels on the side, jeans button and zipper

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

0373

0825

0704

6141

Colours - cement grey, navy, black

Colours - white/cement grey

BE-FR-ES-PT 34-48
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C32-C46
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 32-46 UK 6-20

BE-FR-ES-PT 34-48
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C32-C46
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 32-46 UK 6-20

EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
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/ WORK TROUSERS [200667]

EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

Extra stretch in the waist

Extra stretch in the waist

DASSY®

DASSY®

/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200669]

/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200668]

BOSTON WOMEN

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, elastic waistband on the side,
regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), stretch panels on the side, jeans
button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6471

6141

6741

Colours - cement grey/black, white/cement grey, black/cement grey
BE-FR-ES-PT 34-48
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C32-C46
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 32-46 UK 6-20

SEATTLE WOMEN

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, 2 large front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets, 2
back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, hammer loop, mobile
phone pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, elastic waistband on the side,
regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, hem reinforced with Cordura®, large hem (extra 5 cm),
stretch panels on the side, jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6471

Colours - cement grey/black
BE-FR-ES-PT 34-48
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C32-C46
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 32-46 UK 6-20

EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable
EN ISO 15797 Industrially washable

DASSY®

TAVIRA WOMEN

DASSY®

/ SOFTSHELL JACKET [300439]

JAKARTA WOMEN

/ TWO-TONE SOFTSHELL JACKET [300435]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper
with chin protection, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket, mobile phone pocket,
inside pocket, detachable hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective piping, three-layer softshell with
fleece lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, mechanical stretch fabric

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper
with chin protection, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, zip-up chest pocket, mobile phone pocket,
inside pocket, detachable hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective piping, three-layer softshell with
fleece lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, mechanical stretch fabric

Fabric - PES 21: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

Fabric - PES 21: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

Fleece lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric | WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
0373

0825

0704

Fleece lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric | WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
6141

Colours - cement grey, navy, black

Colours - white/cement grey

Sizes - XS-XL

Sizes - XS-XL
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DASSY®

DASSY®

/ FLEECE JACKET [300294]

KAZAN WOMEN

/ TWO-TONE FLEECE JACKET [300293]

Elasticated cuffs, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper with chin protection,
2 front pockets with zipper, anti-pilling, microfibre fleece

Elasticated cuffs, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper with chin protection,
2 front pockets with zipper, anti-pilling, microfibre fleece

Fabric - PES 16: 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

Fabric - PES 16: 100% polyester, ± 260 g/m2

PENZA WOMEN

0825

0704

6471

Colours - cement grey/black, white/cement grey

Sizes - XS-XL

Sizes - XS-XL

DASSY®

DASSY®

LEON WOMEN

OSCAR WOMEN

/ POLO SHIRT [710006]

/ T-SHIRT [710005]

Short sleeves, knitted collar, closing with 3 buttons, side vents, tailored fit, suitable for embroidery and
printing

Short sleeves, rib-knit round neck, reinforced from shoulder to shoulder, tailored fit, two-needle stitching
around neck, sleeves and bottom, suitable for embroidery and printing

Fabric - CO 46: 100% cotton, ± 220 g/m2

Fabric - CO 06: 100% cotton, ± 180 g/m2

Cotton micro piqué
0373
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6141

Colours - navy, black

0825

Cotton single jersey

0102

0704

0373

0825

Colours - cement grey, navy, white, black

Colours - cement grey, navy, white, black

Sizes - XS-XL

Sizes - XS-XL

0102

0704

Climbing on, jumping over, sliding down, rolling under
and then doing it all over again… Kids’ clothing has to
endure a lot. Just like mum and dad’s workwear. With
DASSY® KIDS your little adventurer is ready for hours
of care free playing.

DASSY®

SEATTLE KIDS

/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS [200847]

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, 2 large front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets, 2
back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, Cordura® reinforcements at the knees,
adjustable back elastic, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6741

Colours - black/cement grey

DASSY®

WATSON KIDS

/ HOODED ZIP-UP SWEATSHIRT [300391]

Cordura elbow patches, long zipper, zipper with chin protection, 2 front pockets, double layer hood,
long sleeves, reinforced shoulders, knitted cuffs and bottom, contrast stitching, suitable for embroidery
and printing
®

Fabric - COPES 80: 80% cotton/20% polyester, ± 290 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6674

6764

Colours - red/black, black/red
Sizes - 98/104-158/164

Sizes - 104-164
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As a painter or plasterer, you need an outfit that is both
durable and practical. But it also has to look good, so
you can paint the perfect picture of your company and
highlight your professionalism!
Choose from an extensive range of white clothing and
select a complete uniform in no time for yourself and/or
your team, for men and women.

DASSY®

VERSAILLES
DASSY®

CALAIS

DASSY®

NASHVILLE

p.32
/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS
also available
for women p.48
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DASSY®

DASSY®

SEATTLE

p.35
/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS
WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND
KNEE POCKETS

BOSTON

p.35
/ TWO-TONE WORK TROUSERS
WITH KNEE POCKETS
also available
for women p.49

p.36
/ TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL

/ TWO-TONE BRACE OVERALL
WITH KNEE POCKETS

p.37

DASSY®

LIONEL
/ SWEATSHIRT

p.43

DASSY®

BASIEL

/ TWO-TONE
SWEATSHIRT

p.42

DASSY®

KAZAN

DASSY®

p.42
/ TWO-TONE FLEECE JACKET

JAKARTA

p.39
/ TWO-TONE SOFTSHELL JACKET

DASSY®

HULST

also available
for women p.50

/ TWO-TONE
BODY WARMER

DASSY®

FARO

p.39

DASSY®

DASSY®

p.40
/ TWO-TONE BEAVER WINTER JACKET

p.38
/ TWO-TONE WORK JACKET

TIGNES

p.38
/ TWO-TONE SLEEVELESS
WORK JACKET

also available
for women p.49

LUGANO

DASSY®

ROMA

p.36
/ TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS

DASSY®

LEON

/ POLO SHIRT

p.43

also available
for women p.50

DASSY®
DASSY®

CESAR

p.43
/ TWO-TONE POLO SHIRT

OSCAR
/ T-SHIRT

p.43

also available
for women p.50

DASSY®

MONZA

p.37
/ TWO-TONE WORK SHORTS
WITH MULTI-POCKETST
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CERTIFIED PROTECTION

01

To guarantee a high-quality protection, all garments from
this collection meet the relevant European standards
(as described on p. 86-87).

HIGH VISIBILITY

02

Stand out at work, both during the day,
at twilight and at night.

MULTINORM

04
54

Rely on multipurpose, versatile protection.
Also available in high visibility variant!

SAFE IN SUMMER

03

NEW: now also discover the SAFETY workwear in a lighter
fabric quality, with UV protection and/or mesh inserts.

FLAME RETARDANT

05

Short exposure to flame spread or any form of heat?
Flame retardant work clothing can make all the difference.

COLLECTION
Work safely. It is a fundamental right of every professional. DASSY SAFETY offers
you the certified protection you need to minimise the risks you encounter in your
work situation. That way you can focus on the job. And your workwear keeps you safe.
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High visibility clothes put you - almost literally - in the spotlight. While
the fluorescent material makes you stand out in daylight, mist and fog,
the reflective tape keeps you protected at twilight and at night.

NOW ALSO EXTRA LIGHT
Count on the same visibility and durability, also when working in
warmer temperatures or performing labour-intensive work. But lighter!
Several models of the high visibility collection are now also available
in a lighter fabric quality (main fabric + contrast fabric both ±245 g/m²).
Being in the spotlight, has never been this light!

DASSY®

OMAHA

DASSY®

LANCASTER

/ HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS [200620]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, ruler pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone pocket,
reflective tape of 70 mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large
hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, ruler pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone pocket,
reflective tape of 70 mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large
hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 1

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
PESCO 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
6493

6366

6861

Fabric - PESCO 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
6892

6631

6681

6941

6981

Colours - cement grey/fluo yellow, bottle green/fluo orange, navy/fluo orange, navy/fluo yellow

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Fabric - PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2
PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2

Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Available in different inside leg lengths.

6493

6366

6861

6892

Available in different inside leg lengths.

6631

6681

6941

6981

Colours - cement grey/fluo yellow, bottle green/fluo orange, navy/fluo orange, navy/fluo yellow

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52

ATTENTION: different size chart.

ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

Available in different inside leg lengths.
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/ HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS [200612]

Available in different inside leg lengths.

DASSY®

DASSY®

/ HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200431]

GLASGOW

/ HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS [200899]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile
phone pocket, zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, reflective tape of 70 mm,
adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans
button and zipper

Cordura® holster pockets with tool loops, 2 large front pockets to tuck away the holster pockets, 2 back
pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, adjustable
Cordura® knee pockets, reflective tape of 70 mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, threeneedle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), jeans button and zipper

BUFFALO

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Fabric - PESCO 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

VENNA

/ HIGH VISIBILITY SHORTS [250030]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps, leg pocket, ruler pocket, hammer loop, reflective tape of 50
mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, jeans button and zipper
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 1
Fabric - PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
PESCO 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
6493

6366

6861

6892

Colours - cement grey/fluo yellow, bottle green/fluo orange, navy/fluo orange, navy/fluo yellow
BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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DASSY®

TOULOUSE

/ HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400127]

2 front pockets, chest pocket, 2 back pockets with flaps, 2 leg pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler
pocket, hammer loop, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, regular fit,
adjustable waist, reflective tape of 50 mm, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2
Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

DUSSELDORF

DASSY®

MALAGA

/ HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET [300184]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper under
flap, 3 snap fasteners, back pleats, longer back, 2 front pockets, 2 chest pockets, ID card holder, mobile
phone pocket, pen holder, tool pocket, inside pocket, reflective tape of 50 mm, two-needle stitching
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
XS class 2

Fabric - PESCO 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
6631

6681

6941

6981

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy
Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2
6631

6681

6941

6981

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy
Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

/ HIGH VISIBILITY SOFTSHELL JACKET [300329]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper
with chin protection, longer back, 2 front pockets with zipper, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket,
detachable hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective tape of 50 mm, three-layer softshell with fleece
lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, main fabric: mechanical stretch, two-needle
stitching
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
XS/S class 2

Fabric - PES 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2
PES 21: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2

Fleece lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric
WR = 5000mm - MVP = 5000 g/m2/24h
6631

6681

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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6941

DASSY®

KALUGA

DASSY®

/ HIGH VISIBILITY FLEECE JACKET [300247]

Elasticated cuffs, adjustable waist with elastic drawcord closure, long zipper, zipper with chin protection,
2 front pockets with zipper, reflective tape of 50 mm, anti-pilling, microfibre fleece
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3

0660

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2
Fabric - PESCO 84 - HIVIS FABRIC: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 280 g/m2
6631

Colours - fluo orange, fluo yellow

/ HIGH VISIBILITY SWEATSHIRT [300376]

Elastic reflective tape of 50 mm, short zipper, zipper with chin protection, anti-pilling, long sleeves,
reinforced seams at neck, shoulders and sleeves, knitted cuffs, bottom and collar, contrast stitching

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
XS/S class 2

Fabric - PES 12 - HIVIS FABRIC: 100% polyester, ± 280 g/m2
0612

DENVER

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

cement grey

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

Sizes - XS-4XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 25 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

underarm
mesh ventilation

DASSY®

BRANDON

DASSY®

/ HIGH VISIBILITY UV POLO-SHIRT [710024]

Short sleeves, segmented reflective tape of 50 mm, UV sun protection (UPF 50+), antibacterial, closing
with 3 buttons, side vents
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013+A1:2016
class 2

EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006

Fabric - COPES 54 - HIVIS FABRIC: 55% cotton/45% polyester, ± 170 g/m2
0660

Colours - fluo orange, fluo yellow, fluo red
Sizes - XS-4XL

/ HIGH VISIBILITY UV T-SHIRT [710027]

Short sleeves, segmented reflective tape of 50 mm, UV sun protection (UPF 50+), antibacterial, round
neck, reinforced from shoulder to shoulder, underarm mesh ventilation, two-needle stitching around
neck and bottom
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013+A1:2016
class 2

quick drying | UV sun protection (UPF 50+) | antibacterial
0612

CARTER

0606

EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006

Fabric - PES 06 - HIVIS FABRIC: 100% polyester, ± 150 g/m2
quick drying | UV sun protection (UPF 50+) | antibacterial
0612

0660

0606

Colours - fluo orange, fluo yellow, fluo red

ATTENTION: different size chart.

Sizes - XS-4XL

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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DASSY®

ATLANTIS

/ HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF PARKA [300346]

Rib-knit storm cuffs, system zip for integrating an inner jacket, concealed 2-way zipper under flap, snap
fasteners, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, longer back, 2 front pockets with flap,
chest pocket with flap, ID card holder, zip-up Napoleon pocket, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket,
hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective tape of 50 mm, mesh lining, waterproof fabric, windproof
fabric, breathable fabric, two-needle stitching, waterproof taped seams, waterproof garment
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
XS class 2

Certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3
Fabric - PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2
Waterproof taped seams | mesh lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric | polyurethane
coating
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 25 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

BILBAO

/ HIGH VISIBILITY BODY WARMER [350100]

Zip-in compatible with outer jacket through system zip, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or
printing, concealed long zipper under flap, snap fasteners, longer back, 2 front pockets with flap, chest
pocket, ID card holder, zip-up Napoleon pocket, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket, reflective tape of
60 mm (XS-M) or 50mm (L-3XL), quilted lining, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric,
two-needle stitching, waterproof taped seams
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
XS/S class 1

Fabric - PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2
Waterproof taped seams | quilted lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric | polyurethane
coating
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 25 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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D A S SY ®

ATLANTIS

HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF PARKA

D A S SY ®

The DASSY® ATLANTIS high visibility waterproof
parka has a zip-in system for integrating the
DASSY® BILBAO body warmer with quilted lining.
Consequently, you will not only stay dry in bad
weather conditions, but also comfortably warm.

BILBAO

HIGH VISIBILITY BODY WARMER

practical

SYSTEM ZIP
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DASSY®

LIMA

/ HIGH VISIBILITY WINTER JACKET [500120]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure and rib-knit storm cuffs, elastic waist, concealed long zipper under
flap, snap fasteners, zipper inside back panel for embroidery or printing, longer back, 2 front pockets
with zipper, chest pocket with flap, ID card holder, zip-up Napoleon pocket, mobile phone pocket, inside
pocket, hood with elastic drawcord closure, reflective tape of 50 mm, quilted lining, waterproof fabric,
windproof fabric, breathable fabric, two-needle stitching, waterproof taped seams, waterproof garment
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
XS/S class 2

Certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

Certified EN 14058:2004
class 1-3-2-X-X

Fabric - PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2
Waterproof taped seams | quilted lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric | polyurethane
coating
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 25 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

SOLA

/ HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF TROUSERS [200881]

2 front pockets, leg pocket, reflective tape of 70 mm, adjustable waist with drawcord closure, waterproof
taped seams, waterproof fabric, windproof fabric, breathable fabric, polyester lining, adjustable hem with
snap fasteners, concealed snap closure, waterproof garment
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Certified EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

Fabric - PES 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 100% polyester, ± 200 g/m2
Waterproof taped seams | polyester lining | waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric | polyurethane
coating
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 25 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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D A S SY ®

LIMA

HIGH VISIBILITY WINTER JACKET
Highly visible at work, also in bad weather! Fight
off rain, wind and cold thanks to the waterproof
fabric, waterproof taped seams, adjustable hood
and cuffs and quilted lining.

ID CARD HOLDER

LONGER BACK

SOLA

HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF TROUSERS
The DASSY® SOLA offers an extra layer of
protection against the rain and keeps you visible.
Thanks to the slightly wider legs, you can pull
them over your regular high visibility work trousers
in no time. Even without removing your shoes!

EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3 + XS/S class 2*

EN 343:2003+A1:2007
class 3

EN 14058:2004*
class 1-3-2-X-X

*applies only for the DASSY® LIMA
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DASSY®

ODESSA

/ SUMMER HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200984]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, leg pocket,
pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, knife holder, mobile phone pocket, concealed zip-up safety
pocket, mesh inserts at crotch and back of knees for ventilation, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets,
segmented reflective tape of 70 mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle
stitching, contrast stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013+A1:2016
class 2

Mesh insterts at crotch
and back of knees
for ventilation

Fabric - PESCO 70 - HIVIS FABRIC: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2
PESCO 61: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 245 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

PHOENIX

DASSY®

CHICAGO

/ HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS [200810]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura , 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, leg pocket,
pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, mobile phone pocket, concealed zip-up safety pocket,
reflective tape of 70 mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching,
contrast stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button and zipper
®

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 1

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, 2 leg
pockets, tool pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, knife holder, mobile phone pocket,
concealed zip-up safety pocket, adjustable Cordura® knee pockets, reflective tape of 70 mm, adjustable
back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm),
concealed jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Fabric - PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m
PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
2

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6493

6463

6366

6861

6892

Colours - cement grey/fluo yellow, cement grey/fluo red, bottle green/fluo orange, navy/fluo orange,

navy/fluo yellow
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

/ HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200807]

Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6981

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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6941

6643

DASSY®

LUCCA

/ HIGH VISIBILITY SHORTS [250059]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap, open back pocket, leg pocket,
pen holder, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, concealed zip-up safety pocket, reflective tape of 50 mm,
adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, contrast stitching, concealed
jeans button and zipper
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 1
Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

MALMEDY

/ HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400156]

Pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets, chest pocket, back pocket with flap, open back
pocket, leg pocket, pen holder, ruler pocket, utility knife pocket, mobile phone pocket, adjustable
Cordura® knee pockets, regular fit, adjustable waist, reflective tape of 50 mm, reflective tape of 70 mm,
three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable Cordura® knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2
Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey
Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

ORLANDO

/ HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET [300367]

Adjustable cuffs with Velcro closure, adjustable waist with snap fasteners, concealed long zipper, zipper
with chin protection, back pleats, longer back, pockets reinforced with Cordura®, 2 front pockets with
zipper, chest pocket, zip-up chest pocket, ID card holder, mobile phone pocket, pen holder, inside
pocket, reflective tape of 50 mm, two-needle stitching, contrast stitching
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
XS/S class 2

Fabric - PESCO 74 - HIVIS FABRIC: 60% polyester/40% cotton, ± 290 g/m2
PESCO 64: 65% polyester/35% cotton, ± 300 g/m2

Reinforcement: nylon Cordura®
6631

6681

6941

6981

6643

Colours - fluo orange/bottle green, fluo orange/navy, fluo yellow/cement grey, fluo yellow/navy, fluo red/

cement grey

Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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Heat and flame, welding spatter, electric arc, liquid chemicals, explosions,.. Are these the kind
of dangers you are exposed to in your work environment? Rely on versatile, multifunctional
protection that seriously reduces the risk of potential injuries.
The multinorm collection meets the five
most required European standards for flame
retardant protection, welding, antistatic
properties, electric arc and chemicals (more
info p.85). Moreover, the high visibility
multinorm models add an EN ISO 20471

certified protection, for higher visibility during
the day, at twilight and at night. Consult your
garment’s label and user information for
the specific standards which the protective
clothing meets.

DASSY®

LINCOLN

DASSY®

/ MULTINORM TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200570]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps and hidden fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening,
ruler pocket with flap and hidden fastening, mobile phone pocket, adjustable knee pockets, adjustable
back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans
button and zipper

KIEL

Adjustable cuffs with snap closure, adjustable waist with Velcro closure, concealed long zipper under
flap, concealed snap closure, back pleats, longer back, 2 front pockets with flap, 2 chest pockets with
flap and hidden fastening, ID card holder, inside pocket, 2 hanger loops, two-needle stitching

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11611:2015 A1+A2
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Certified EN ISO 11612:2015
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1
Fabric - COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6474

Colours - graphite grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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/ MULTINORM JACKET [300245]

Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11611:2015 A1+A2
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Certified EN ISO 11612:2015
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1
Fabric - COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6474

Colours - graphite grey/black
Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

WILSON

/ MULTINORM BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400143]

2 front pockets, chest pocket with flap and hidden fastening, 2 back pockets with flaps and hidden
fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening, ruler pocket with flap and hidden fastening, mobile
phone pocket, inside pocket, adjustable knee pockets, regular fit, three-needle stitching, large hem
(extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11611:2015 A1+A2
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Certified EN ISO 11612:2015
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1
Fabric - COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6474

Colours - graphite grey/black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

NIORT

/ MULTINORM OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [100333]

Adjustable cuffs with snap closure, concealed 2-way zipper under flap, concealed snap closure, back
pleats, 2 front pockets, pass-through pocket, 2 chest pockets with flap and hidden fastening, 2 back
pockets with flaps and hidden fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening, ruler pocket with flap
and hidden fastening, mobile phone pocket, inside pocket, 2 hanger loops, ID card holder, adjustable
knee pockets, fixed back elastic, regular fit, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11611:2015 A1+A2
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Certified EN ISO 11612:2015
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1
Fabric - COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6474

Colours - graphite grey/black
Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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DASSY®

LENOX

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILTY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200818]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps and hidden fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden
fastening, ruler pocket with flap and hidden fastening, adjustable knee pockets, reflective tape of 70
mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button
and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 1

Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1B1C1D0E1F0

Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Fabric - COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC: 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 330 g/m2
6494

Colours - graphite grey/fluo yellow

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

MANCHESTER

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200819]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps and hidden fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden
fastening, ruler pocket with flap and hidden fastening, adjustable knee pockets, reflective tape of 70
mm, adjustable back elastic, regular fit, regular waist, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button
and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1B1C1D0E1F0

Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Fabric - COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC: 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 330 g/m2
COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6943

Colours - fluo yellow/graphite grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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DASSY®

DASSY®

SPENCER

COLOMBIA

Adjustable cuffs with snap closure, concealed 2-way zipper under flap, concealed snap closure, back
pleats, 2 front pockets, pass-through pocket, 2 chest pockets with flap and hidden fastening, 2 back
pockets with flaps and hidden fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening, ruler pocket with flap
and hidden fastening, 2 hanger loops, inside pocket, ID card holder, adjustable knee pockets, fixed back
elastic, regular fit, reflective tape of 50 mm, large hem (extra 5 cm)

2 front pockets, chest pocket with flap and hidden fastening, 2 back pockets with flaps and hidden
fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening, ruler pocket with flap and hidden fastening, inside
pocket, adjustable knee pockets, regular fit, reflective tape of 50 mm, large hem (extra 5 cm)

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [100380]

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400141]

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSY® CRATOS kneepads

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 3

Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1B1C1D0E1F0

Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1B1C1D0E1F0

Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Fabric - COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC: 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 330 g/m2
COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6943

Colours - fluo yellow/graphite grey
Sizes - XS-3XL

Fabric - COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC: 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 330 g/m2
COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6943

Colours - fluo yellow/graphite grey

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52

ATTENTION: different size chart.

ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry

DASSY®

FRANKLIN

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET [300374]

Adjustable cuffs with snap closure, adjustable waist with Velcro closure, concealed long zipper under
flap, concealed snap closure, back pleats, longer back, 2 front pockets with flap, 2 chest pockets with
flap and hidden fastening, ID card holder, inside pocket, 2 hanger loops, reflective tape of 50 mm, twoneedle stitching
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013
class 2

Certified IEC 61482-2:2009
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1B1C1D0E1F0

Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1
class 1

Certified EN 1149-5:2008

Certified EN 13034:2005+A1:2009
type 6

Fabric - COPES 77 - HIVIS FABRIC: 50% cotton/49% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 330 g/m2
COPES 75: 75% cotton/24% polyester/1% Negastat®, ± 290 g/m2
6943

Colours - fluo yellow/graphite grey
Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

max 50 cycles | Advised to wash in a professional laundry
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If you are exposed to spatter, flame spread, heat,… this clothing can make
all the difference. The flame retardant finish, hidden metal closings, pockets
with flaps,… help to reduce flame spread, reducing the risk of serious
injuries considerably.
The DASSY flame retardant clothing is certified to the European ISO
standards for welding and heat-resistant clothing (more info p. 85). Consult
your garment’s label and user information for the specific standards which
the protective clothing meets.

DASSY®

ARIZONA

/ FLAME RETARDANT TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS [200778]

2 front pockets, 2 back pockets with flaps and hidden fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening,
ruler pocket with flap and hidden fastening, adjustable knee pockets, adjustable back elastic, regular fit,
regular waist, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm), concealed jeans button and zipper
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSYÆ Cratos kneepads
Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

Fabric - CO 73: 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

Flame retardant finish
0373

0704

Colours - cement grey, black

Available in different inside leg lengths.

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52
ATTENTION: different size chart.

pro8 washable
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DASSY®

DASSY®

DAKOTA

TORONTO

2 front pockets, chest pocket with flap and hidden fastening, 2 back pockets with flaps and hidden
fastening, leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening, ruler pocket with flap and hidden fastening, inside
pocket, adjustable knee pockets, regular fit, three-needle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)

Adjustable cuffs with snap closure, concealed 2-way zipper under flap, concealed snap closure, back
pleats, 2 front pockets, pass-through pocket, 2 chest pockets with flap and hidden fastening, 2 back
pockets with flaps and hidden fastening, left leg pocket with flap and hidden fastening, ruler pocket with
flap and hidden fastening, inside pocket, adjustable knee pockets, fixed back elastic, regular fit, threeneedle stitching, large hem (extra 5 cm)

/ FLAME RETARDANT BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [400142]

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSYÆ Cratos kneepads
Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2
class 1

/ FLAME RETARDANT OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS [100370]

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
adjustable knee pockets in combination with DASSYÆ Cratos kneepads

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

Fabric - CO 73: 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

Flame retardant finish
0373

Fabric - CO 73: 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

0704

Colours - cement grey, black

Flame retardant finish
0373

0704

Available in different inside leg lengths.

Colours - cement grey, black

BE-FR-ES-PT 36-62
FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS C42-C66
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ 42-66 UK 28-52

Sizes - XS-3XL

ATTENTION: different size chart.

ATTENTION: different size chart.

pro8 washable

pro8 washable

DASSY®

MONTANA

/ FLAME RETARDANT JACKET [300342]

Adjustable cuffs with snap closure, adjustable waist with Velcro closure, concealed long zipper under
flap, concealed snap closure, back pleats, 2 front pockets with flap, 2 chest pockets with flap and hidden
fastening, inside pocket, two-needle stitching
Certified EN ISO 11611:2007 A1+A2
class 1

Certified EN ISO 11612:2008
A1A2B1C1D0E1F1

Fabric - CO 73: 100% cotton, ± 340 g/m2

Flame retardant finish
0373

0704

Colours - cement grey, black
Sizes - XS-3XL
ATTENTION: different size chart.

pro8 washable
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THE WORKPLACE AT YOUR FEET

D A S SY ®

A good safety shoe is not only light, supple and comfortable to
wear, but also provides your feet with the required protection
on any type of floor. Rely with DASSY safety shoes on superior
protection at every step. Because you step it up to deliver an
excellent result. And your shoes do so too.

NOX S3

LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE

73

DASSY®

/ LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE [10011]
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Upper
Lining
Safety toecap

Textile
Plasmafeel®
Composite

Insole
Midsole
Exterior sole

Removable | Antibacterial | Absorbent
Zero perforation | Synthetic
PU | PU

Certification

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 | DGUV 112-191 | SRC
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NOX S3

mu
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Antistatic, metal-free, breathable, shock absorbing heels, oil and petrol resistant sole, laddergrip in sole,
ESD, water-repellent, made in Italy
Colour
Sizes

NEW
thermoformed insole

Blue/black - grey/black
EU 36-48 | UK 3-13

Model
Fastener

Lowcut
Laces

DASSY®

SPARTA
DASSY®

SPARTA S3/CORUS S3
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DASSY®

CORUS

Upper
Lining
Safety toecap

Leather
Plasmafeel®
Composite

Insole
Midsole
Exterior sole

Removable | Antibacterial | Absorbent
Zero perforation | Synthetic
PU | PU

Certification

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 | DGUV 112-191 | SRC

mu
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pr

ü

Antistatic, reflective piping, metal-free, breathable, shock absorbing heels, oil and petrol resistant sole,
laddergrip in sole, ESD, water-repellent, made in Italy
Colour
Sizes
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/ MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE [10009] - LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE [10010]

Black
EU 38-48 | UK 5-13

Model
Fastener

Lowcut | Midcut
Laces: black + blue

DASSY®
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/ SAFETY SANDAL [10003]

h

ACHILLES S1P
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Upper
Lining
Safety toecap

Leather
Plasmafeel®
Composite

Insole
Midsole
Exterior sole

Removable | Antibacterial | Absorbent
Zero perforation | Synthetic
PU | PU

Certification

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 | DGUV 112-191 | SRC

Antistatic, metal-free, breathable, shock absorbing heels, oil and petrol resistant sole, scuff toecap,
laddergrip in sole, made in Italy
Colour
Sizes

Black
EU 38-48 | UK 5-13

Model
Fastener

Sandal
Velcro

DASSY®
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/ LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE [10007]

h

NEPTUNUS S3

mu

Upper
Lining
Safety toecap

Leather
Plasmafeel®
Composite

Insole
Midsole
Exterior sole

Removable | Antibacterial | Absorbent
Zero perforation | Synthetic
PU | PU

Certification

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 | DGUV 112-191 | SRC

sterge
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ü

Antistatic, metal-free, breathable, shock absorbing heels, oil and petrol resistant sole, laddergrip in sole,
water-repellent, made in Italy
Colour
Sizes

White/cement grey
EU 38-48 | UK 5-13

Model
Fastener

Lowcut
Laces

DASSY®

JUPITER S1P

/ LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE [10006]

Upper
Lining
Safety toecap

Leather
Plasmafeel®
Steel

Insole
Midsole
Exterior sole

Removable | Antibacterial | Absorbent
Zero perforation | Synthetic
PU | PU

Certification

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 | SRC

Antistatic, reflective piping, breathable, shock absorbing heels, oil and petrol resistant sole, scuff toecap,
laddergrip in sole, made in Italy
Colour
Sizes

Black
EU 38-48 | UK 5-13

Model
Fastener

Lowcut
Laces

75

DASSY®

HERMES
DASSY®

HERMES S3/ZEUS S3
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DASSY®

ZEUS
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/ MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE [10001] - LOWCUT SAFETY SHOE [10002]

mu

Upper
Lining
Safety toecap

Leather
Plasmafeel®
Composite

Insole
Midsole
Exterior sole

Removable | Antibacterial | Absorbent
Zero perforation | Synthetic
PU | PU

Certification

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 | DGUV 112-191 | SRC

sterge

pr

ü

Antistatic, reflective piping, breathable, shock absorbing heels, oil and petrol resistant sole, scuff toecap,
laddergrip in sole, water-repellent, made in Italy
Colour
Sizes

Black
EU 38-48 | UK 5-13

Model
Fastener

Midcut | Lowcut
Laces

DASSY®

THANOS S3

/ MIDCUT SAFETY SHOE [10008]

Upper
Lining
Safety toecap

Leather
TE-POR®
Composite

Insole
Midsole
Exterior sole

Removable | Antibacterial | Absorbent
Zero perforation | Synthetic
PU | rubber

Certification

UNI EN ISO 20345:2012 | SRC

Antistatic, reflective piping, breathable, shock absorbing heels, oil and petrol resistant sole, laddergrip
in sole, water-repellent, waterproof membrane (WR), heat resistant sole (HRO), heat insulation (HI),
made in Italy
Colour
Sizes
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Black
EU 38-48 | UK 5-13

Model
Fastener
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DASSY®

ACHILLES S1P
DASSY®

JUPITER S1P
DASSY®

THANOS S3
DASSY®

SPARTA S3
DASSY®

CORUS S3
DASSY®

NOX S3
DASSY®

HERMES S3
DASSY®

ZEUS S3
DASSY®

NEPTUNUS S3

DASSY®

LEOS

/ FLAT LACES (PER 5 PAIR) [800075]

Available in 120 cm and 150 cm, suitable for the following DASSY® shoes: SPARTA and CORUS
Fabric - PESPA 65: 65% polyester/35% polyamide
0704

0843

Colours - black, azure blue

DASSY®

CERES

/ ROUND LACES (PER 5 PAIR) [800063]

Length 130 cm - suitable for the following DASSY® shoes: Hermes, Zeus and Jupiter
Length 150 cm - suitable for the DASSY® Thanos shoes
Fabric - PESPA 65: 65% polyester/35% polyamide
0704

Colours - black

DASSY®

ARES

/ INSOLE [800055]

Antistatic, anti-bacterial treatment, shock absorbing, sold per pair,
suitable for all DASSY® shoes
Fabric - PESPE 50: polyester/latex/polyethylene
Sizes - EU 36-48 | UK 3-13
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Day after day you dot the i’s and cross the t’s in the
performance of your job. Why would this be any different
for the choice of your workwear? Complete your work outfit
with professional accessories. It’s not only more practical,
but also more professional.

DASSY®

XANTUS

/ STRETCH BELT WITH PRINT [800102]

Adjustable length, maximum length of 135 cm, belt width 3.7 cm

available
summer 2019

88% polyamide/12% elastane
0483

0843

0683

0783

0583

0883

Colours - anthracite grey, azure blue, clay brown, midnight blue, red, black
Sizes - UNI

DASSY®

DASSY®

/ BELT WITH PRINT [800019]

SATURNUS
/ BELT [800026]

Adjustable length, maximum length of 135 cm, belt
width 3.7 cm

Adjustable length, maximum length of 135 cm, belt
width 3.7 cm

100% polyester

65% polyester/ 35% polypropylene

MERCURIUS

0704

0704

Colour - black

Colour - black

Sizes - UNI

Sizes - UNI

DASSY®

DASSY®

NOTUS

/ KNEE PADS [800013]

Measurements: 19 x 15.5 x 1.7 cm - 7.48 x 6.10
x 0.67 inch, strong and robust for maximum
protection, extremely flexible and fits the shape of
the knee, sold per pair

100% polyethylene
Sizes - UNI

CRATOS

/ CERTIFIED KNEE PADS (TYPE 2, LEVEL 1)
[800047]

Measurements: 23 x 16 x 1.8 cm - 9.06 x 6.30 x
0.71 inch, complies with all tests for ergonomics,
perforation, force and impact, the pre-formed
kneepads fit perfectly around the knee and provide
optimal protection, sold per pair
Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 type 2 Level 1
in combination with the EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
Certified DASSY clothing

100% polyethylene
Sizes - UNI
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DASSY®

GORDON WITH LOOPS

DASSY®

/ CANVAS TOOL POUCHES (PER PAIR) WITH
VELCRO LOOPS [800076]

/ TOOL POUCH [800002]

Easy to attach to and detach from the belt through 2
Velcro loops, 2 large Cordura® holster pockets with
3 tool loops

BRIGHTON
Spacious and flexible Cordura® tool pouch with
2 large pockets and 2 long tool pockets, easy to
attach to and detach from the belt through 2 Velcro
loops, suitable for DASSY belts

100% nylon Cordura®
0704

Colour - black

Outside: 100% nylon Cordura®
Inside: PESCO 25: 65% polyester/35% cotton,

± 295 g/m2
6479

6370

6876

6378

6744

Colours - anthracite grey/black, moss green/

Sizes - UNI

black, midnight blue/black, olive green/black, black/
anthracite grey

Sizes - UNI

DASSY®

ODIN

DASSY®

/ KNITTED BEANIE [910011]

AURA

Reversible, double layer

Length 175 cm

100% cotton

100% cotton

0483

/ KNITTED SCARF [800068]

0483

Colour - anthracite grey

Colour - anthracite grey

Sizes - UNI

Sizes - UNI

DASSY®

DASSY®

THEMIS

/ BRACES [800062]

Adjustable length, width 3.5 cm, metal fastening
clips, stretchable, X shape, suitable for all DASSY
work trousers

93% nylon/6% polyester/1% rubber
Sizes - UNI

/ CAP [910004]

Adjustable with Velcro closure

100% cotton
0508

0704

Colours - beige, black
Sizes - UNI

DASSY®

JUNO

TRITON

DASSY®

/ WOOL SOCKS [720002]

Heel, Achilles tendon and toe reinforcement for
additional protection, rib knitted arch and shaft
for a perfect fit, high thermal insulation capacity,
stretchable, high and fast moisture absorbance

63,7% acrylicl/27,2% wool/8,3% nylon/0,8%
Lycra®
6744

Colours - black/anthracite grey
Sizes - EU 36-39 / 40-43 / 44-47

UK 3-6 / 61/2 -9 / 10-12

PLUTO

/ COOLMAXFX® SOCKS [720001]

Heel, Achilles tendon and toe reinforcement for
additional protection, rib knitted arch and shaft
for a perfect fit, channel knit and Coolmaxfx®
yarn for moisture transport and constant dry skin,
antibacterial characteristics

40,7% coolmaxfx®/40,7% cotton/17,3%
nylon/1,3% Lycra®
6744

Colours - black/anthracite grey
Sizes - EU 36-39 / 40-43 / 44-47

UK 3-6 / 61/2 -9 / 10-12
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FOR AND BY PROFESSIONALS

“I test the workwear where it really matters: on the job.
Thanks, in part, to my feedback DASSY manages to
make workwear that perfectly meets the wishes and
needs of professionals.”

TESTED AND APPROVED
Did you know that ... all DASSY workwear is tested and approved by professionals
to ensure that it fully meets the needs of the end-user?
It all starts with the basis: Even before the actual design of the workwear,
requirements are set which the fabric and the finishes have to meet. All raw
materials are thoroughly tested by independent inspectors. That way we can
guarantee that no harmful substances are used in any part of our clothing,
including fabric, garn, buttons, zippers,…) An annual renewal of the Oeko-tex®
testing and certification process confirms our commitment.
Next, the wear and tear resistance, colour fastness, tensile strength, etc. of all
fabrics are judged by independent, recognised test centres and by the DASSY
experts at the brand new DASSY test lab (see below).

On the job, the workwear is tested in great depth by the members of the
DASSY test team. This group of independent professionals from diverse
occupations and industries assess the workwear based on its performance
on their specific job. They wear the test pieces day in, day out in actual work
situations, and are therefore extremely well-positioned to judge the durability,
practicality, comfort,… of the DASSY workwear and safety shoes.
With the feedback of the test centres and the test team the DASSY designers get
back to work: The recommendations are studied in depth and taken into account
in the design. Next, the adjusted product is tested again by the test team. And if
necessary, adjusted again until it fully meets the needs of the user.
Result: professional workwear tested and approved by professionals.

BRAND NEW DASSY TEST LAB
To measure is to know. High quality workwear is made from quality fabrics. That
is why all fabric for DASSY clothing is thoroughly tested. To be able to perform
these tests even more profoundly in-house, a completely new test lab was
installed at the production centre in 2019. The DASSY fabric experts now have
the most efficient materials and technologies to assess the quality of the fabric.

The fabrics are extensively tested in 3 different test zones:
• Conditioned zone: The fabric undergoes rigorous physical tests, which among
other things assesses the tensile and tear strength, abrasion resistance, pilling,
frictional resistance, etc.
• “Wet” zone: In the so-called “wet” zone there are different washing and drying
machines. The fabric is subjected to various washing procedures to optimally
evaluate its colour fastness and shrink sensitivity.
• Colour monitoring: To correctly assess the colour of the fabric and to monitor the
continuity of the colours, this zone is equipped with a light box, spectrophotometer
and inspection tables with daylight.
Result: A more profound check of the fabric guarantees an even better
performance of the DASSY workwear.
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It’s more than just a slogan. It is a mission. To offer
workwear that meets the highest requirements in
terms of quality, durability and functionality. And to help
professionals to make the most out of their job.

QUALITY In the first place DASSY professional workwear is synonymous to

quality. From fabric to finish, we resolutely opt for high quality materials that pass
the most stringent tests.
To guarantee a maximum level of quality, DASSY is in full control of the
production process: from design, over production to logistics. This not only
benefits the quality of our workwear, but also allows for a great flexibility to quickly
respond to the specific needs of the professional market.

DURABILITY

Focusing on quality also benefits the durability of workwear.
In other words: your workwear last longer. We rely on established values for this,
such as the Cordura® brand, the extremely durable fabric used to reinforce work
clothes in strategic areas, and the robust zippers from YKK.

FUNCTIONALITY Obviously, workwear has to be functional. That is

why our work clothing is expertly designed and tested on the basis of the specific
work situation of the user down to the smallest detail. Like no other we know
which work pockets a professional needs and which practical features offer a real
added value. Like the typical DASSY large hem that allows you to easily extend
your work trousers by 5 cm. Furthermore, the importance of a good fit cannot
be underestimated either. Well-fitted workwear is not only more comfortable and
more practical, but also safer.

DESIGN

And that it looks good? That is an added-value of our workwear!
DASSY combines timeless design with innovative elements and builds up all
collections so that you can quickly and easily find the right clothing combination,
completely in line with your company colours.
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To us, social responsibility is more than just a trending word. It is in our DNA. As a family company, the safety and health of our employees is of the highest importance.
Both in our production facility in Sri Lanka and in our main offices and semiautomatic warehouse in Bruges.
To offer workwear that meets the expectations from the modern professional, we first meet the needs of our employees. Therefore we create a safe and healthy working
environment where every employee can develop and excel.

A COMMITMENT WE CONTINUE TO MAKE. DAY AFTER DAY.
In accordance with the 11 principles of the amfori BSCI code of conduct the working circumstances in our entire supply chain are continuously evaluated and – where
necessary – optimised. And with result. The most recent amfori BSCI audit carried out at the DASSY production facility yielded an overall A rating. The highest possible rating.
We genuinely care about the happiness and well-being of all our employees.
We want everyone to feel good at work. In the first place, that means a safe
working environment, fair working conditions and respect for the rights of
every employee. But our commitment goes a step further. For instance, at our
production facility our employees can also count on medical care, transport to and
from work, healthy meals, etc.

And there’s more! Under the motto “Work hard, play hard” we also think it is
important to offer sufficient pastime activities. We set up company initiatives
and put our shoulders under the spontaneous initiatives of our employees. For
example, in our production facility there is a debate club, cricket team, dance
group, creative workshops, etc. The colleagues in Bruges enjoy the DASSY
fitness room, ping-pong table, yoga sessions.

“Although nowadays too often used as a trending word,
we consider social responsibility a fundamental commitment
to strive for social and environmental objectives
in all our business operations and relations with other actors.”
Stefan Van Ende, managing director, DASSY EUROPE BVBA

GOOD FOR PEOPLE AND FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Besides meeting all applicable environmental laws and regulations, our commitment to the environment extends to
continuous initiatives intended to reduce our environmental footprint. At the basis of sustainable product development
lies the choice for innocuous raw materials : the Oeko-tex® standards 100 certificate endorses our commitment and
guarantees that no harmful substances are used in the manufacturing of our clothing. Our choice for high quality
materials also results in workwear that is more robust and more durable.
Your workwear lasts longer and does not need to be replaced as quickly.
That way, our workwear does not only have a positive impact on its wearer,
but also on the environment.
Furthermore, we opt for maritime transport to limit our CO2 emissions as much as possible. Thanks to the energy-saving measures that we are constantly taking and thanks to
the solar panels on the roof of our head office, our buildings in Bruges are almost completely energy-independent. Finally, as part of our waste prevention and recycling policy,
we undertake many small initiatives that together have a major impact.
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DASSY®

TRIX

WORK SHORTS WITH STRETCH
AND MULTI-POCKETS
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EN ISO 20471:2013 - High visibility
X

CLASS

Surface area
of fluorescent
material (m2)

Surface area
of reflective
material (m2)

High-visibility warning clothing makes the wearer more visible during the day, at twilight and
at night. It is legally required for anyone working on roadways and on construction sites.
Even if only a limited part of the day is spent in a workplace with traffic, safety clothing must
always be worn.

1

0,14

0,10

2

0,50

0,13

There are 3 classes of high visibility clothing. The more fluorescent and reflective material
present in the garment, the higher the class and the visibility of the wearer*. Always check
first which safety class is required for your specific work situation.

3

0,80

0,20

*Note that personalising your high visibility workwear reduces the surface area of the fluorescent material. This process may jeopardise the certification of the garment.
Embroidering without prior permission from a notified body is prohibited. Please contact your safety advisor for these purposes.

x
x
x
x
x

EN 14058:2004 - Protection against cold environments
X (thermal resistance class 1 - 3)
X (air permeability class 1 - 3, optional)
X (water penetration resistance class 1 - 2, optional)
X (resultant effective thermal insulation, optional)
X (effective thermal insulation, optional)
These garments protect its wearer against cold environments
(temperature up to -5°C). An X means that the garment has not been
tested on that specific characteristic.

To meet this norm, the garments should be worn completely closed. If there
are adjustment possibilities (i.e. on wrists or waist), these should also be
used. The thermic insulation can decrease if the garment gets wet and after
cleaning procedure. Keep garments in a dry and well-ventilated place in order
to maintain the level of protection. Wearing extra protection to prevent cooling
of for example head, hands and feet is optional with EN 14058:2004.

EN 343:2003+A1:2007 - Protection against rain and bad weather
X
Y

X = water resistance
Y = moisture vapour permeability
These garments protect against rain, snow, fog and soil moisture. The garments and the seams are tested for their resistance to water penetration and
water vapour resistance. There are 3 classes. Class 3 offers the highest level of waterproofness and breathability.
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EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 - Protection for work in kneeling position
This standard describes the test methods and requirements for knee protectors for work in kneeling position.
The DASSY knee pockets are certified in combination with the DASSY® CRATOS knee pads and offer a protection type 2, level 1, which means that they
are suitable for flat and non-flat floor surfaces and offer resistance to penetration by objects < 1 cm.

EN 13034: 2005 + A1: 2009

IEC 61482 - 2: 2009

This standard is required for type 6 protective clothing, that
provides limited protection against small spatters or fumes of
liquid chemicals and is intended for use in situations where the
risks are assessed as low and a full liquid permeation barrier is
not necessary. This type of clothing must cover the entire upper
and lower body.

An electric arc or blast as a result of a disruption (e.g. a short
circuit) in an electric installation generates a sudden release of
intense heat and light causing serious burns or other injuries.
This standard is subdivided in different classes. Class 1 offers
protection against an electric arc, generated by a short circuit of
4KA and for a time of 500 Ms.

EN 1149-5:2008

EN ISO 11611: 2007/2015

Antistatic clothing is worn to prevent sparks from electrostatic
charges which can cause fire or explosion.

This standard specifies minimum basic safety requirements and
test methods for protective clothing, including head and foot safety
gear, which is designed to protect the wearer’s body against spatter,
short contact time with flame and radiant heat, and minimises the
possibility of electrical shock (at accidental contact of +/- 100 V).

Protection against liquid chemicals

Protection against electrostatic charges

The standard (EN 1149) consists of various sections that specify
the requirements and test methods for measuring protection
against static electricity or damage from discharge. Part 5 of the
standard (EN 1149-5) describes the performance requirements for
antistatic clothing.

Protection against electric arcs

Protection for welding and allied processes

Flame spread is tested in the event of surface ignition (gives A1)
and edge ignition (A2). A2 is divided into two categories, in which
category 2 offers protection against more hazardous welding
techniques.

EN ISO 11612: 2008 / 2015 - Protection against heat and flame
This standard specifies performance requirements for items of
clothing that are designed to protect the wearer’s body against
heat and fire with the exception of the hands.
The standard mentions different forms of protection, indicated
by a letter and an index for performance (the higher, the better
protected).

A: flame spread (2 levels)
B: convection heat (3 levels)
C: radiant heat (4 levels)
D: aluminium spatter (3 levels)
E: iron spatter (3 levels)
F: contact heat (3 levels)

EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006 - Protection against UV radiation
Clothing certified according to this standard offers protection against the sun’s rays. A UPF (Ultraviolet Protection Factor) of minimum 50 offers the highest
protection by blocking more than 98% of the sun’s harmful UV radiation. The protection factor offered by clothing may be reduced with use or if stretched or
wet. Only covered parts of the body are protected. Use a sunscreen with a high protection factor for uncovered parts of the body.
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STANDARDISATION
DASSY HIGH VISIBILITY
DASSY®

OMAHA / HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS - p. 56
DASSY®

LANCASTER / HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS - p. 56
DASSY®

BUFFALO / HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 57
DASSY®

GLASGOW / HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH MULTI-POCKETS AND KNEE POCKETS - p. 57
DASSY®

VENNA / HIGH VISIBILITY SHORTS - p. 57
DASSY®

TOULOUSE / HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 58
DASSY®

DUSSELDORF / HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET - p. 58
DASSY®

MALAGA / HIGH VISIBILITY SOFTSHELL JACKET - p. 58
DASSY®

KALUGA / HIGH VISIBILITY FLEECE JACKET - p. 59
DASSY®

DENVER / HIGH VISIBILITY SWEATSHIRT - p. 59
DASSY®

BRANDON / HIGH VISIBILITY UV POLO-SHIRT - p. 59
DASSY®

CARTER / HIGH VISIBILITY UV T-SHIRT - p. 59
DASSY®

ATLANTIS / HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF PARKA - p. 60
DASSY®

BILBAO / HIGH VISIBILITY BODY WARMER - p. 60
DASSY®

LIMA / HIGH VISIBILITY WINTER JACKET - p. 62
DASSY®

SOLA / HIGH VISIBILITY WATERPROOF TROUSERS - p. 62

DASSY®

ODESSA

/ SUMMER HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 64

DASSY®

PHOENIX

/ HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS - p. 64

DASSY®

CHICAGO / HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 64
DASSY®

LUCCA / HIGH VISIBILITY SHORTS - p. 65
DASSY®

MALMEDY / HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 65
DASSY®

ORLANDO
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/ HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET - p. 65

EN 14404:2004
+A1:2010

EN ISO
20471:2013

EN 343:2003
+A1:2007

EN 14058
:2004

EN13758-2
:2003+A1:2006

AND CLASSIFICATION
DASSY MULTINORM

EN
EN ISO
14404:2004 20471:2013
+A1:2010

IEC
61482-2
:2009

EN
EN ISO
EN ISO
EN
11612:2008 11611:2007 1149-5:2008 13034:2005
+A1:2009

EN ISO
EN ISO
11612:2015 11611:2015

EN
EN ISO
14404:2004 20471:2013
+A1:2010

IEC
61482-2
:2009

EN
EN
EN ISO
EN ISO
11612:2008 11611:2007 1149-5:2008 13034:2005
+A1:2009

EN ISO
EN ISO
11612:2015 11611:2015

EN
EN ISO
14404:2004 20471:2013
+A1:2010

IEC
61482-2
:2009

EN
EN
EN ISO
EN ISO
11612:2008 11611:2007 1149-5:2008 13034:2005
+A1:2009

EN ISO
EN ISO
11612:2015 11611:2015

DASSY®

LINCOLN / MULTINORM TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 66
DASSY®

WILSON / MULTINORM BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 67
DASSY®

NIORT / MULTINORM OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 67
DASSY®

KIEL / MULTINORM JACKET - p. 66

DASSY MULTINORM
HIGH VISIBILITY
DASSY®

LENOX WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 68
DASSY®

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILTY TROUSERS

MANCHESTER WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 68
DASSY®

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS

SPENCER WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 69
DASSY®

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY OVERALL

COLOMBIA WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 69

/ MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY BRACE OVERALL

DASSY®

FRANKLIN / MULTINORM HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET - p. 69

DASSY FLAME RETARDANT
DASSY®

ARIZONA / FLAME RETARDANT TROUSERS WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 70
DASSY®

DAKOTA / FLAME RETARDANT BRACE OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 71
DASSY®

TORONTO / FLAME RETARDANT OVERALL WITH KNEE POCKETS - p. 71
DASSY®

MONTANA / FLAME RETARDANT JACKET - p. 71
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FABRICS
OVERVIEW

Everything starts with the fabric. That is why strict quality requirements are set early on, at the selection of the fabrics. Subsequently, these are subject to a multitude of tests in
order to achieve the best result. This resolute approach results in durable, hard-wearing and colourfast fabrics, while comfort and design also are of fundamental importance.
All raw materials meet the Oeko-tex® standards,
which ensures that no harmful substances are used in our clothing.

4-WAY STRETCH

UV SUN PROTECTION

EXTRA LIGHT FABRIC

Thanks to the 4-way stretch inserts, this workwear
offers an excellent freedom of movement. The inserts
are reinforced with the extremely resistant Cordura®
fibre for a superior durability.

This clothing protects its wearer against the sun. An
Ultraviolet Protection Factor UPF 50+ means that the
fabric blocks more than 98% of the sun’s harmful UV
radiation.

Count on the same durability, also when working in warmer
temperatures or performing labour-intensive work. But
lighter! These models are (also) available in a lighter fabric
quality (main + contrast fabric both ±245 g/m²).

DURABLE FABRICS

REINFORCEMENT

FABRIC CODE FABRIC NAME

COMMERCIAL NAME

COMPOSITION

Cordura®

100% polyamide

Cordura® stretch

92% polyamide - 8% elastane

±220 g/m2

5005

PA 05

5006

PA 06

5007

PA 07

2041

PESCO 41

±245 g/m2

2061

PESCO 61

±245 g/m2

2063

PESCO 63

2064

PESCO 64

2025

PESCO 25

canvas, polyester - cotton

3060

COPES 60

5101

±285 g/m2
±350 g/m2

DESCRIPTION

• superior durability thanks to Cordura® fibre
• used to reinforce clothing
• superior durability thanks to Cordura® fibre combined with the comfort
of 2-way elasticity
• used to reinforce clothing (e.g. knee pockets, elbows)

±300 g/m2

• durable and wear-resistant fabric high colour fastness, even in case of regular
high-temperature washing
• extra supple finish for improved wearing comfort (PESCO 41)
• mechanical stretch for increased freedom of movement (PESCO 41 - PESCO 63)
• water-repellent finish (PESCO 63)

65% polyester - 35% cotton

±295 g/m2

• durable and wear-resistant fabric
• high colour fastness, even in case of regular high-temperature washing

canvas, cotton - polyester

60% cotton - 40% polyester

±340 g/m2

• durable and wear-resistant fabric
• light, horizontal mechanical stretch for increased freedom of movement

PASPA 01

Cordura®
stretch insterts

88% polyamide - 12% elastane

±260 g/m2

• ultimate freedom of movement thanks to 4-way stretch
• superior durability thanks to Cordura® fibre
• used for inserts in strategic places, where extra elasticity is needed

1043

CO 43

cotton

100% cotton

±320 g/m2

• strong and durable fabric
• insulating and ventilating characteristics
• cotton clothing is susceptible to shrinkage during the first washes

1093

CO 93

89,5% cotton - 10,5% elastane

±320 g/m2

• very elastic denim for high comfort
• enzyme stonewashed for a typical jeans appearence and increased softness and flexibility

1094

CO 94

91% cotton - 8% polyester
1% elastane

±390 g/m2

• elastic denim for extra comfort
• enzyme stonewashed for a typical jeans appearence and increased softness and flexibility

2017

PESCO 17

70% polyester - 30% cotton

±240 g/m2

• dust and water-repellent Teflon® treatment
• quick drying and strong
• crease-resistant

polyester - cotton

65% polyester - 35% cotton

jeans fabric
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WEIGHT

beaver

±250 g/m2

(9,5 oz)

(11,5 oz)

SAFETY FABRICS

FABRIC CODE FABRIC NAME

WATER PERFORMANCE FABRICS

COMPOSITION

WEIGHT

65% polyester - 35% cotton

±245 g/m2

60% polyester - 40% cotton

±290 g/m

DESCRIPTION

• water-repellent treatment
• durable and wear-resistant fabric met Twill-weaving
• light fabric (PESCO 70, ± 245 g/m²)

2070

PESCO 70

2074

PESCO 74

2084

PESCO 84

high visibility
sweatshirt fabric

65% polyester - 35% cotton

±280 g/m2

• durable and wear-resistant fabric
• combed inside for more comfort

4012

PES 12

high visibility
polar fleece

100% polyester

±280 g/m2

• combed inside and outside for improved comfort and warmth
• anti-pilling treatment

4006

PES 06

high visibility
polyester bird’s eye

100% polyester

±150 g/m2

• quick drying | UV sun protection (UPF 50+) | antibacterial

3054

COPES 54

high visibility
polyester piqué

55% cotton - 45% polyester

±170 g/m2

• quick drying | UV sun protection (UPF 50+) | antibacterial

1073

CO 73

flame retardant cotton

100% cotton

±340 g/m2

• fabric of European origin
• flame retardant finish

3075

COPES 75

multinorm
cotton - polyester

75% cotton - 24% polyester
1% Nega-Stat®

±290 g/m2

• fabric of European origin
• flame retardant finish | inherent antistatic

3077

COPES 77

multinorm - high visibility
cotton - polyester

50% cotton - 49% polyester
1% Nega-Stat®

±330 g/m2

• fabric of European origin
• flame retardant finish | inherent antistatic

COMMERCIAL NAME

COMPOSITION

WEIGHT

FABRIC CODE FABRIC NAME

high visibility
polyester - cotton

2

DESCRIPTION

4021

PES 21

three-layer softshell

100% polyester

±280 g/m2

• inner layer fleece lining
• slightly elastic for increased freedom of movement
• waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric

4028

PES 28

three-layer fleece

100% polyester

±350 g/m2

• high insulation level to maintain body temperature
• breathable membrane allows transpiration moisture to evaporate

4070

PES 70

coated polyester

4074

PES 74

three-layer high visibility
softshell

100% polyester

±280 g/m2

• inner layer fleece lining
• slightly elastic for increased freedom of movement
• waterproof, windproof and breathable fabric

4080

PES 80

laminated polyester

100% polyester - TPU lamination

±200 g/m2

• waterproof and windproof
• breathable membrane allows transpiration moisture to evaporate
• thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) lamination

4090

PES 90

laminated canvas

100% polyester - lamination

±240 g/m2

• waterproof and windproof
• breathable membrane allows transpiration moisture to evaporate

COMMERCIAL NAME

COMPOSITION

WEIGHT

FABRIC CODE FABRIC NAME

KNITWEAR

COMMERCIAL NAME

100% polyester - PU coating

1006

CO 06

cotton single jersey

1046

CO 46

cotton micro piqué

3080

COPES 80

3086

COPES 86

3090

COPES 90

1104

COSPA 04

1105

COSPA 05

4016

PES 16

micro polar fleece

100% polyester

4038

PES 38

tricot fleece

100% polyester

4004

PES 04

polyester bird’s eye

4044

PES 44

polyester piqué

sweatshirt fabric
cotton single jersey
with elastane

100% cotton

±200 g/m2

• breathable polyurethane (PU) coating allows transpiration moisture to evaporate

±180 g/m2
±220 g/m2

80% cotton - 20% polyester

±290 g/m2

65% cotton - 35% polyester

±305 g/m2

80% cotton - 20% polyester

±340 g/m

92% cotton - 8% elastane

100% polyester

2

±190 g/m2
±220 g/m2
±260 g/m2
±290 g/m2
±141 g/m2
±216 g/m2

DESCRIPTION

• breathable, durable and easy-care
• cotton clothing is susceptible to shrinkage during the first washes
• combed inside for more comfort and warmth
• with silky finish for a soft touch (COPES 86)
• single jersey combed cotton, pre-shrunk
• extra flexible
• combed inside and outside for improved comfort and warmth
microfibre fleece | anti-pilling treatment
• bicolour, plain weave tricot outside fabric with unicolour soft fleece on the inside
• quick drying | UV sun protection (UPF 50+) | antibacterial
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Washing, maintaining and storing work clothes in the
right way is important to not only guarantee durability,
but also the functionality of the workwear. Every DASSY
garment therefore carries a label with clear washing
guidelines, that are always designed to care for the
most delicate part of the garment.

WASHING SYMBOLS DECODED
The first step towards washing your (safety) clothing correctly, is to start with deciphering the laundry symbols. This practical overview helps you do so.

Washing

Bleaching/Drying

Ironing

Cleaning

Normal process

Do not bleach

Max. 110°C

Dry cleaning

Normal process

Tumble drying possible
low temperature

Max. 150°C

Gentle process

Max. 200°C

Do not dry-clean

Gentle process
Normal process
Gentle process

Tumble drying
possible

Do not iron

Do not tumble dry

Normal process

INDUSTRIAL WASHING
= the job of professionals

INDUSTRIAL WASHING
= a safe choice

In your field, you are the expert. Leave the industrial washing of your workwear to
other professionals. They wash clothes on a larger scale, have special washing
and drying machines, know suitable detergents,…

It is recommended to have all DASSY safety clothing washed by a professional
laundry service.

This symbol can be found with the vast majority of the
DASSY items of the CLASSIC, DNA and D-FX collections.
It helps you to easily recognise the DASSY garments
that were tested and approved for industrial washing and
drying, according to EN ISO 15797. To obtain this norm,
every garment undergoes different testing procedures,
evaluating properties such as dimensional stability, colour
characteristics, creasing,…
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The DASSY flame retardant clothing is tested for industrial
washing in accordance with EN ISO 15797:2002. The PRO8 label specifies the method of washing and drying that
should be followed at the professional laundry.
For DASSY (multinorm) high visibility clothing, it is also advisable not to wash the
clothing more than the number of cycles indicated with the product. That way the
reflective/waterproof properties of the garment are not jeopardized and you can
rely on a visibly safe result!

Your employees are the ambassadors of your company.
The right, personalised look helps your company
to stand out to (potential) customers and to create a
professional first impression.

THE RIGHT LOOK:
UNIFORMITY AT ITS BEST
A uniform outfit does not only increase the visibility of your company, it also exudes
professionalism. All DASSY collections are structured in such a way that you can
quickly and easily find the right clothing combinations in line with your company
colours. For men and women. Definitely consult the practical colour’s overview in
this catalogue (pp. 97-113).

YOUR COMPANY LOGO IN THE PICTURE
Highlight your company name or logo by having them embroidered or printed on
your workwear. Achieve maximum results from your corporate image advertising
by making sure your logo or name is clearly visible. The ideal place on your jacket
or sweatshirt is the back or chest, on your trousers it is the back pocket or leg.

EMBROIDERY, TRANSFER PRINTING,
SILK-SCREEN,…?
There are various ways to place your company logo on your workwear. For example,
embroidery is the best option for fleece jackets, but it is not advisable for waterproof
garments. For T-shirts and polo shirts silk-screen or transfer printing is ideal.

A PRACTICAL DASSY
PRINTER ZIPPER

PERSONALISING SAFETY
WEAR? SAFETY FIRST!

YOUR DASSY DEALER
IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

To neatly personalise lined jackets or body
warmers, printer zippers are often used. This zipper
is situated inside the back panel of the workwear.
That way, only the outer fabric can be hung over a
printing plate. Result: a nice & smooth print.

Embroidery or printing can jeopardise the
certification of safety garments. In case of high
visibility clothing, for example, personalisation
reduces the surface area of the hivis fabric. Always
contact your safety advisor in advance for more
information or ask your DASSY dealer for advice.

Do you have questions about personalising your
corporate clothing? Or doubts regarding the
most appropriate technique? Are you looking
for a unique collection of professional workwear
specially designed for you to take your corporate
image advertising to the next level? This is
possible! Ask your DASSY dealer for more
information.
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HOW TO MEASURE
Workwear with a perfect fit is not only more comfortable, but also safer and more
practical. Take your measurements as shown in the drawing. Measure directly
against your skin. Keep the measuring tape close to your body but not too tight.

Chest measurement:
• Measure your chest at the fullest point. (A)

Waist and hip measurement:
• Men: measure your waist circumference where you normally wear your trousers. (B)
• Women: • The waist circumference is measured horizontally at the narrowest
part of the waist (= natural waist line) (B).
• Measure your hip circumference at the fullest point (E).

Inside leg length:
• Measure your inside leg length from the crotch to the desired length.
Stand up straight. (C)
• Most DASSY work trousers are available in 3 different inside leg lengths:
Standard (normal), Minus (short) and Plus (long). Thanks to the special large
hem, every product can easily be lengthened by 5 cm.
The following overview helps you find the perfect inside leg length:

+5
Minus (short)

Standard

Plus (long)

-5
Inside leg length

75cm | 30“

81cm | 32“

87 cm | 34“

Length with large hem

80cm | 31“

86cm | 34“

92 cm | 36“

LARGE HEM = 5cm extra
All DASSY work trousers, overalls and brace overalls have a special large hem.
This means that the trousers can easily be extended: you just undo one seam in
the hem and obtain 5 cm extra (about 2 inches)! Thanks to the large hem, the
lengthened trousers are still nicely finished.
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SIZE CHART

THE RIGHT SIZE DASSY D-FLEX, D-FX, DNA & CLASSIC WORKWEAR
C = inside leg length

*Plus and minus are available in following sizes:
from size 40 up to 54 (BE-FR-ES-PT)
from size 46 up to 58 (DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ)
from size C46 up to C58 (FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS)
from size 31 up to 43 (UK)
from size 28 up to 42 (UK - jeans)

STANDARD = 81-86 cm/32-34”
MINUS* = 75-80 cm/30-31”
PLUS* = 87-92 cm/34-36”

Smaller and larger sizes are available on order, at a surcharge.
*The DASSY® KNOXVILLE Stretch Jeans with knee pockets do not have a large hem.

TROUSERS
66

BE-FR-ES-PT

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ

42

44

46

48

50

52

53

54

56

58

60

62

63

64

66

67

FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS

C42

C44

C46

C48

C50

C52

C53

C54

C56

C58

C60

C62

C63

C64

C66

C67

UK

28

30

31

33

35

36

38

39

41

43

44

46

47

49

50

52

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 27-28

28-30

30-31

31-33

33-35

35-36

36-38

38-39

39-41

41-43

43-44

44-46

46-47

47-49

49-50

50-52

66

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

100-104 104-108 108-112

112-116

116-120 120-124 124-128 128-132

JEANS
BE-FR-ES-PT

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ

42

44

46

48

50

52

53

54

56

58

60

62

63

64

66

67

FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS

C42

C44

C46

C48

C50

C52

C53

C54

C56

C58

C60

C62

C63

C64

C66

C67

UK

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

x

44

46

x

48

50

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 27-28

28-30

30-31

31-33

33-35

35-36

36-38

38-39

39-41

41-43

43-44

44-46

46-47

47-49

49-50

50-52

66

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

100-104 104-108 108-112

112-116

116-120 120-124 124-128 128-132

BRACE OVERALLS
BE-FR-ES-PT

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ

42

44

46

48

50

52

53

54

56

58

60

62

63

64

66

67

FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS

C42

C44

C46

C48

C50

C52

C53

C54

C56

C58

C60

C62

C63

C64

C66

C67

UK

28

30

31

33

35

36

38

39

41

43

44

46

47

49

50

52

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 28-30

30-31

31-33

33-35

35-36

36-38

38-39

39-41

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

100-104 104-108 108-112
41-43

43-44

112-116
44-46

116-120 120-124 124-128 128-132 132-136
46-47

47-49

49-50

50-52

52-54

JACKETS | T-SHIRTS | POLO SHIRTS | SWEATERS
SIZES

XS

S

M

L

CHEST MEASUREMENT in cm (A)

-88

88-96

96-104

CHEST MEASUREMENT in inches (A) -35

35-38

38-41

41-44

44-47

47-50

50-54

L

XL

2XL

3XL

104-112 112-120 120-128 128-136 136-144
54-57

OVERALLS
SIZES

XS

S

M

CHEST MEASUREMENT in cm (A)

-88

88-96

96-104

CHEST MEASUREMENT in inches (A) -35

35-38

38-41

104-112 112-120 120-128 128-136
41-44

44-47

47-50

50-54
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SIZE CHART
THE RIGHT SIZE DASSY WOMEN WORKWEAR

The waist circumference is measured horizontally at the narrowest part of the waist (= natural waist line).
C = inside leg length
STANDARD = 81-86 cm/32-34”

TROUSERS
48

BE-FR-ES-PT

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS

C32

C34

C36

C38

C40

C42

C44

C46

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20
90-94

UK

62-66

66-70

70-74

74-78

78-82

82-86

86-90

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 24-26

26-28

28-29

29-31

31-32

32-34

34-35

35-37

HIP MEASUREMENT in cm (E)

87-91

91-95

95-99

99-103

111-115

115-119

HIP MEASUREMENT in inches (E)

34-36

36-37

37-39

39-41

44-45

45-47

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

103-107 107-111
41-42

42-44

JACKETS | T-SHIRTS | POLO SHIRTS
BE-FR-ES-PT

S

M

L

XL

CHEST MEASUREMENT in cm (A) 74-82

XS

82-90

90-98

98-106

107-119

CHEST MEASUREMENT in inches (A) 29-32

32-35

35-39

39-42

42-47

SIZE CHART
THE RIGHT SIZE DASSY KIDS WORKWEAR
TROUSERS
SIZES
AGE
WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

104

110

116

122

128

134

146

152

158

164

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

57-58

58-59,5

59,5-61

61-62,5

62,5-64

64-66

66-68

68-70

70-72

72-74

74-76

24,5-25

25-26

26-27

27-27,5

27,5-28

28-29

29-30

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 22-23

23-23,5

23,5-24

24-24,5

TOTAL LENGTH in cm

99-104

105-110

111-116

117-122 123-128 129-134 135-140 141-146 147-152 153-158 159-164

TOTAL LENGTH in inches

39-41

41-43

44-46

SIZES

98/104

110/116

AGE

3/4

5/6

7/8

9/10

11/12

13/14

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

-56

56-61

61-64

64-71

71-78

78-86

22-24

24-25

25-28

28-31

31-34

46-48

48-50

51-53

SWEATSHIRT

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) -22

94

140

TOTAL LENGTH in cm

-104

TOTAL LENGTH in inches

-41

122/128 134/140 146/152 158/164

105-116 117-128 129-140 141-152 153-164
41-46

46-50

51-55

56-60

60-65

53-55

56-57

58-60

60-62

63-65

SIZE CHART
THE RIGHT SIZE DASSY SAFETY WORKWEAR
C = inside leg length

*Plus and minus are available in following sizes:
from size 40 up to 54 (BE-FR-ES-PT)
from size 46 up to 58 (DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ)
from size C46 up to C58 (FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS)
from size 31 up to 43(UK)

STANDARD = 81-86 cm/32-34”
MINUS* = 75-80 cm/30-31”
PLUS* = 87-92 cm/34-36”

Smaller and larger sizes are available on order, at a surcharge.

SAFETY TROUSERS
62

BE-FR-ES-PT

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ

42

44

46

48

50

52

53

54

56

58

60

62

64

66

FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS

C42

C44

C46

C48

C50

C52

C53

C54

C56

C58

C60

C62

C64

C66

UK

28

30

31

33

35

36

38

39

41

43

45

48

50

52

70-74

74-78

78-82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 28-29

29-31

31-32

32-34

34-35

35-37

37-39

39-40

40-42

42-44

44-46

46-48

48-51

51-53

2XL

3XL

62

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

102-106 106-111

111-117

117-123 123-129 129-135

SAFETY RAIN TROUSERS
SIZES

XS

S

M

L

XL

70-78

78-86

86-94

94-102

102-111

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 28-31

31-34

34-37

37-40

40-44

44-48

48-53

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

111-123 123-135

SAFETY BRACE OVERALLS
BE-FR-ES-PT

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ

42

44

46

48

50

52

53

54

56

58

60

62

64

66

FI-SE-DK-NO-EE-LT-LV-IS

C42

C44

C46

C48

C50

C52

C53

C54

C56

C58

C60

C62

C64

C66

UK

28

30

31

33

35

36

38

39

41

43

45

48

50

52

74-78

78-82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

WAIST MEASUREMENT in inches (B) 29-31

31-32

32-34

34-35

35-37

37-39

39-40

2XL

3XL

WAIST MEASUREMENT in cm (B)

102-106 106-111
40-42

42-44

111-117
44-46

117-123 123-129 129-135 135-141
46-48

48-51

51-53

53-56

SAFETY JACKETS | SWEATSHIRTS
S

M

L

XL

CHEST MEASUREMENT in cm (A) 78-86

86-94

94-102

102-110

110-118

CHEST MEASUREMENT in inches (A) 31-34

34-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

SIZES

TOTAL LENGTH in cm
TOTAL LENGTH in inches

XS

118-129 129-141
46-51

51-56

164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188 164-188
65-74

65-74

65-74

65-74

65-74

65-74

65-74

L

XL

2XL

3XL

SAFETY T-SHIRTS | POLO SHIRTS
SIZES

XS

S

M

CHEST MEASUREMENT in cm (A)

-88

88-96

96-104

CHEST MEASUREMENT in inches (A) -35

35-38

38-41

4XL

104-112 112-120 120-128 128-136 136-144
41-44

44-47

47-50

50-54

2XL

3XL

54-57

SAFETY OVERALLS
S

M

L

XL

CHEST MEASUREMENT in cm (A) 78-86

86-94

94-102

102-110

110-118

CHEST MEASUREMENT in inches (A) 31-34

34-37

37-40

40-43

43-46

SIZES

TOTAL LENGTH in cm
TOTAL LENGTH in inches

XS

118-129 129-141
46-51

51-56

180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188 180-188
71-74

71-74

71-74

71-74

71-74

71-74

71-74
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Below you will find an overview of all DASSY products per colour and per collection. Topwear is always first, followed by the trousers.
This will give you a handy summary of all available items in the colour of your choice.

0704 / 0783

0825

Black
6741

0508

Navy
6874

Black / Cement grey

6571

Black / Anthracite grey

Cement grey

Cement grey / Black
0483

6479

6366

Cement grey / Fluo yellow

Bottle green / Fluo orange

6378

6981

6681

0102

Midnight blue / Black

6141

White / Cement grey

Bottle green

Fluo yellow / Graphite grey

Bottle green / Black

Graphite grey / Fluo yellow

6846

Red - Red Tavira
6642

Red / Cement grey
6674

Azure blue / Anthracite grey

Anthracite grey / Azure blue
6780

Black / Azure blue

6494

0607 / 0683

Royal blue / Navy

Navy / Royal blue

Navy / Fluo yellow
6943

6371

Royal blue

6483
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Moss green / Black

Midnight blue / Anthracite grey

Fluo yellow / Navy
6892

0326

6821

White

Olive green / Black
6370

6281

Graphite grey / Black

Fluo orange / Bottle green

6493

0826

6474

Fluo yellow / Cement grey

6541

Jeans blue / Black

Anthracite grey / Black

6631

Clay brown / Anthracite grey

6847

Anthracite grey

6941

Jeans blue

6876

6471

Fluo orange

Beige / Black

6279

0373

0612

Fluo yellow

Navy / Black
0261

6744

0660

Beige

Red / Black
6764

Black / Red

Fluo orange / Navy
6861

Navy / Fluo orange
0606

Fluo red
6643

Fluo red / Cement grey
6463

Cement grey / Fluo red

NEW
DASSY®

D-FLEX

0783

black

DASSY®

CONVEX / p.11

DASSY®

DYNAX / p.8

DASSY®

FLUX / p.8

DASSY®

VELOX / p.11

DASSY®

AXIS / p.10

DASSY®

TRAXION / p.11

DASSY®

NEXUS / p.11

DASSY®

HELIX / p.8

DASSY®

TRIX / p.10

DASSY®

0783

D-FX
black

6744

black/anthracite grey
6780

black/azure blue
DASSY®

FUSION / p.18

DASSY®

PULSE / p.20

DASSY®

MAGNETIC / p.16

DASSY®

SONIC / p.21

DASSY®

COSMIC / p.17

DASSY®

ATOM / p.18

DASSY®

ORBITAL / p.21

DASSY®

BIONIC / p.17

DASSY®

GRAVITY / p.18

DASSY®

KINETIC / p.21

DASSY®

HYPER / p.18

DASSY®

SPECTRUM / p.16

DASSY®

STELLAR / p.20

DASSY®

NOVA / p.16

DASSY®

VOLTIC / p.17

DASSY®

0783

DNA
black

6744

black/anthracite grey
DASSY®

WAYNE / p.28

DASSY®

KENT / p.25

DASSY®

AUSTIN / p.28

DASSY®

CROFT / p.28

DASSY®

INDY / p.28
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DASSY®

STARK / p.24

DASSY®

DASSY®

CONNOR / p.24

DASSY®

SMITH / p.24

BOLT / p.25

DASSY®

CLASSIC
0704 / 0783

black
6741

black/cement grey
DASSY®

DASSY®

AVILA / p.38

DASSY®

LUGANO / p.38

DASSY®

BASIEL / p.42

DASSY®

OSCAR WOMEN / p.50

DASSY®

VEGAS / p.32
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DASSY®

TAVIRA / p.39

DASSY®

LIONEL / p.43

DASSY®

LEON / p.43

DASSY®

MIAMI / p.34

DASSY®

FARO / p.38

MONS / p.39

TAVIRA WOMEN / p.49

CHATEL / p.40

DASSY®

DASSY®

PENZA / p.42

DASSY®

DASSY®

PENZA WOMEN / p.50

DASSY®

DASSY®

LEON WOMEN/ p.50

DASSY®

BOSTON / p.35

DASSY®

NOUVILLE / p.38

DASSY®

DASSY®

MINSK / p.40

FELIX / p.42

DASSY®

DASSY®

KAZAN / p.42

DASSY®

CESAR / p.43

LIVERPOOL / p.32

BOSTON WOMEN / p.49

OXFORD / p.34

DASSY®

DASSY®

HULST / p.39

DASSY®

OSCAR / p.43

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL WOMEN / p.48

DASSY®

SEATTLE / p.35

DASSY®

BARI / p.36

DASSY®

MONZA / p.37

DASSY®

CALAIS / p.36

DASSY®

VENTURA / p.36

DASSY®

VERSAILLES / p.37

DASSY®

CANNES / p.37

DASSY®

CLASSIC
CANVAS

0704

black

DASSY®

TULSA / p.44

DASSY®

KINGSTON / p.45

DASSY®

JACKSON / p.45

DASSY®

TEXAS / p.45

DASSY®

CLASSIC
100% COTTON
0704

black

DASSY®

NEW

LOCARNO/ p.47

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL / p.46

DASSY®

MIAMI / p.46

DASSY®

VENTURA / p.47

DASSY®

NIMES / p.47

DASSY®

D-FLEX

6479

anthracite grey/black

DASSY®

CONVEX / p.11

DASSY®

DYNAX / p.8

DASSY®

FLUX / p.8

DASSY®

VELOX / p.11

DASSY®

AXIS / p.10

DASSY®

TRAXION / p.11

DASSY®

NEXUS / p.11

DASSY®

HELIX / p.8

DASSY®

TRIX / p.10

DASSY®

6479

D-FX

anthracite grey/black
6483

anthracite grey/azure blue

DASSY®

FUSION / p.18

DASSY®

ATOM / p.18

DASSY®

GRAVITY / p.18

DASSY®

HYPER / p.18

DASSY®

STELLAR / p.20
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DASSY®

PULSE / p.20

DASSY®

MAGNETIC / p.16

DASSY®

SONIC / p.21

DASSY®

COSMIC / p.17

DASSY®

ORBITAL / p.21

DASSY®

BIONIC / p.17

DASSY®

KINETIC / p.21

DASSY®

SPECTRUM / p.16

DASSY®

NOVA / p.16

DASSY®

VOLTIC / p.17

DASSY®

6479

DNA

anthracite grey/black

DASSY®

DASSY®

WAYNE / p.28

DASSY®

STARK / p.24

KENT / p.25

DASSY®

DASSY®

CONNOR / p.24

SMITH / p.24

DASSY®

AUSTIN / p.28

DASSY®

CROFT / p.28

DASSY®

INDY / p.28

DASSY®

BOLT / p.25

DASSY®

CLASSIC
0373

cement grey
6471

cement grey/black

DASSY®

DASSY®

AVILA / p.38

DASSY®

LUGANO / p.38

100

DASSY®

TAVIRA / p.39

DASSY®

FARO / p.38

MONS / p.39

TAVIRA WOMEN / p.49

JAKARTA / p.39

DASSY®

DASSY®

DASSY®

HULST / p.39

DASSY®

TIGNES / p.40

DASSY®

NOUVILLE / p.38

DASSY®

MINSK / p.40

DASSY®

DASSY®

FELIX / p.42

BASIEL / p.42

OSCAR WOMEN / p.50

LEON / p.43

DASSY®

DASSY®

MIAMI / p.34

DASSY®

BARI / p.36

DASSY®

DASSY®

BOSTON / p.35

DASSY®

MONZA / p.37

DASSY®

LIONEL / p.43

DASSY®

LEON WOMEN/ p.50

DASSY®

BOSTON WOMEN / p.49

DASSY®

CALAIS / p.36

DASSY®

KAZAN / p.42

DASSY®

CESAR / p.43

DASSY®

OXFORD / p.34

DASSY®

VENTURA / p.36

DASSY®

DASSY®

KAZAN WOMEN / p.50

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL / p.32

DASSY®

SEATTLE / p.35

DASSY®

VERSAILLES / p.37

OSCAR / p.43

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL WOMEN / p.48

DASSY®

SEATTLE WOMEN / p.49

DASSY®

CANNES / p.37

DASSY®

CLASSIC
CANVAS

0373

cement grey

DASSY®

TULSA / p.44

DASSY®

KINGSTON / p.45

DASSY®

JACKSON / p.45

DASSY®

TEXAS / p.45

DASSY®

CLASSIC
100% COTTON
0373

cement grey

DASSY®

LOCARNO/ p.47

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL / p.46

DASSY®

MIAMI / p.46

DASSY®

VENTURA / p.47

DASSY®

NIMES / p.47
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DASSY®

CLASSIC
0102

white
6141

white/cement grey
DASSY®

FARO / p.38

DASSY®

TIGNES / p.40

DASSY®

LIONEL / p.43

DASSY®

DASSY®

DASSY®

DASSY®

VERSAILLES / p.37
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DASSY®

BASIEL / p.42

DASSY®

LEON / p.43

LEON WOMEN/ p.50

BOSTON WOMEN / p.49

SEATTLE / p.35

OSCAR WOMEN / p.50

BOSTON / p.35

DASSY®

HULST / p.39

DASSY®

DASSY®

DASSY®

LUGANO / p.38

DASSY®

KAZAN / p.42

DASSY®

CESAR / p.43

DASSY®

ROMA / p.36

DASSY®

JAKARTA / p.39

DASSY®

JAKARTA WOMEN / p.49

DASSY®

DASSY®

KAZAN WOMEN / p.50

DASSY®

NASHVILLE / p.32

DASSY®

MONZA / p.37

OSCAR / p.43

DASSY®

NASHVILLE WOMEN / p.48

DASSY®

CALAIS / p.36

NEW
DASSY®

D-FLEX

6846

azure blue/anthracite grey
DASSY®

CONVEX / p.11

DASSY®

DYNAX / p.8

DASSY®

FLUX / p.8

DASSY®

VELOX / p.11

DASSY®

AXIS / p.10

DASSY®

TRAXION / p.11

DASSY®

NEXUS / p.11

DASSY®

HELIX / p.8

DASSY®

TRIX / p.10

DASSY®

6846

D-FX

azure blue/anthracite grey

DASSY®

FUSION / p.18

DASSY®

PULSE / p.20

DASSY®

COSMIC / p.17

DASSY®

ORBITAL / p.21

DASSY®

BIONIC / p.17

DASSY®

ATOM / p.18

DASSY®

KINETIC / p.21

DASSY®

GRAVITY / p.18

DASSY®

SPECTRUM / p.16

DASSY®

HYPER / p.18

DASSY®

NOVA / p.16

DASSY®

STELLAR / p.20

DASSY®

MAGNETIC / p.16

DASSY®

VOLTIC / p.17

DASSY®

CLASSIC
0826

royal blue
6281

royal blue/navy

DASSY®

NOUVILLE / p.38

DASSY®

LUGANO / p.38

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL / p.32

DASSY®

MIAMI / p.34

DASSY®

BOSTON / p.35
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DASSY®

OXFORD / p.34

DASSY®

DASSY®

SEATTLE / p.35

BARI / p.36

DASSY®

DASSY®

MONZA / p.37

VENTURA / p.36

DASSY®

VERSAILLES / p.37

DASSY®

CANNES / p.37
DASSY®

CLASSIC
0825

navy
6821

navy/royal blue
6874

navy/black
DASSY®

DASSY®

TAVIRA / p.39

DASSY®

LIONEL / p.43

DASSY®

LEON / p.43
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DASSY®

AVILA / p.38

FARO / p.38

TAVIRA WOMEN / p.49

CHATEL / p.40

DASSY®

DASSY®

PENZA / p.42

DASSY®

LEON WOMEN/ p.50

DASSY®

DASSY®

PENZA WOMEN / p.50

DASSY®

CESAR / p.43

DASSY®

DASSY®

MONS / p.39

HULST / p.39

DASSY®

DASSY®

TIGNES / p.40

DASSY®

DASSY®

DASSY®

MINSK / p.40

DASSY®

KAZAN / p.42

LIVERPOOL / p.32

DASSY®

NOUVILLE / p.38

FELIX / p.42

DASSY®

OSCAR / p.43

OSCAR WOMEN / p.50

LIVERPOOL WOMEN / p.48

VEGAS / p.32

DASSY®

DASSY®

DASSY®

MIAMI / p.34

DASSY®

BOSTON / p.35

DASSY®

OXFORD / p.34

DASSY®

BARI / p.36

DASSY®

VENTURA / p.36

DASSY®

CANNES / p.37

DASSY®

CLASSIC
0261

jeans blue
6279

jeans blue/black
DASSY®

KNOXVILLE / p.34

DASSY®

MELBOURNE / p.35

DASSY®

CLASSIC
100% COTTON
0825

navy

DASSY®

LOCARNO/ p.47

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL / p.46

DASSY®

MIAMI / p.46

DASSY®

VENTURA / p.47

DASSY®

NIMES / p.47

NEW
DASSY®

D-FLEX

6847

midnight blue/anthracite grey
DASSY®

CONVEX / p.11

DASSY®

DYNAX / p.8

DASSY®

FLUX / p.8

DASSY®

VELOX / p.11

DASSY®

AXIS / p.10

DASSY®

TRAXION / p.11

DASSY®

NEXUS / p.11

DASSY®

HELIX / p.8

DASSY®

TRIX / p.10

DASSY®

6847

D-FX

midnight blue/anthracite grey

DASSY®

FUSION / p.18

DASSY®

ATOM / p.18

DASSY®

GRAVITY / p.18

DASSY®

HYPER / p.18

DASSY®

STELLAR / p.20
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DASSY®

PULSE / p.20

DASSY®

MAGNETIC / p.16

DASSY®

SONIC / p.21

DASSY®

COSMIC / p.17

DASSY®

ORBITAL / p.21

DASSY®

BIONIC / p.17

DASSY®

KINETIC / p.21

DASSY®

SPECTRUM / p.16

DASSY®

NOVA / p.16

DASSY®

VOLTIC / p.17

DASSY®

6876

DNA

midnight blue/black

DASSY®

WAYNE / p.28

DASSY®

STARK / p.24

NEW

DASSY®

CONNOR / p.24

DASSY®

KENT / p.25

DASSY®

SMITH / p.24

DASSY®

AUSTIN / p.28

DASSY®

CROFT / p.28

DASSY®

INDY / p.28

DASSY®

BOLT / p.25

DASSY®

D-FLEX

6541

clay brown/anthracite grey

DASSY®

CONVEX / p.11

DASSY®

DYNAX / p.8
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DASSY®

FLUX / p.8

DASSY®

VELOX / p.11

DASSY®

AXIS / p.10

DASSY®

TRAXION / p.11

DASSY®

TRIX / p.10

DASSY®

NEXUS / p.11

DASSY®

HELIX / p.8

DASSY®

6541

D-FX

clay brown/anthracite grey

DASSY®

FUSION / p.18

DASSY®

ORBITAL / p.21

DASSY®

BIONIC / p.17

DASSY®

KINETIC / p.21

DASSY®

ATOM / p.18

DASSY®

SPECTRUM / p.16

DASSY®

GRAVITY / p.18

DASSY®

NOVA / p.16

DASSY®

STELLAR / p.20

DASSY®

MAGNETIC / p.16

DASSY®

PULSE / p.20

DASSY®

COSMIC / p.17

DASSY®

VOLTIC / p.17

DASSY®

CLASSIC
0508

beige
6571

beige/black
DASSY®

FARO / p.38

DASSY®

BOSTON / p.35

DASSY®

SEATTLE / p.35

DASSY®

MONS / p.39

DASSY®

BARI / p.36

DASSY®

HULST / p.39

DASSY®

LUGANO / p.38

DASSY®

LIVERPOOL / p.32

DASSY®

VERSAILLES / p.37

DASSY®

6378

DNA

olive green/black

DASSY®

WAYNE / p.28

DASSY®

KENT / p.25

DASSY®

STARK / p.24

DASSY®

CONNOR / p.24

DASSY®

SMITH / p.24
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DASSY®

DNA

6370

moss green/black

DASSY®

DASSY®

BOLT / p.25

DASSY®

SMITH / p.24

WAYNE / p.28

DASSY®

KENT / p.25

DASSY®

STARK / p.24

DASSY®

CONNOR / p.24

DASSY®

BOLT / p.25

DASSY®

CLASSIC
6371

bottle green/black

DASSY®

FARO / p.38

DASSY®

KAZAN / p.42

DASSY®

NASHVILLE / p.32

DASSY®

HULST / p.39

DASSY®

BOSTON / p.35

DASSY®

LUGANO / p.38

DASSY®

ROMA / p.36

DASSY®

JAKARTA / p.39

DASSY®

CALAIS / p.36

DASSY®

TIGNES / p.40

DASSY®

VERSAILLES / p.37

DASSY®

CANNES / p.37

NEW
DASSY®

D-FLEX

6674

red/black

DASSY®

CONVEX / p.11
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DASSY®

VELOX / p.11

DASSY®

TRAXION / p.11

DASSY®

NEXUS / p.11

DASSY®

HELIX / p.8

DASSY®

DYNAX / p.8

NEW

DASSY®

FLUX / p.8

DASSY®

AXIS / p.10

DASSY®

TRIX / p.10

DASSY®

6674

D-FX

red/black

DASSY®

FUSION / p.18

DASSY®

PULSE / p.20

DASSY®

COSMIC / p.17

DASSY®

ORBITAL / p.21

DASSY®

BIONIC / p.17

DASSY®

ATOM / p.18

DASSY®

KINETIC / p.21

DASSY®

GRAVITY / p.18

DASSY®

SPECTRUM / p.16

DASSY®

HYPER / p.18

DASSY®

NOVA / p.16

DASSY®

STELLAR / p.20

DASSY®

MAGNETIC / p.16

DASSY®

VOLTIC / p.17

DASSY®

CLASSIC
0607 / 0683

red/red Tavira
6642

red/cement grey
DASSY®

LUGANO / p.38

DASSY®

LEON / p.43

DASSY®

CESAR / p.43

DASSY®

TAVIRA / p.39

DASSY®

FELIX / p.42

DASSY®

LIONEL / p.43

DASSY®

OSCAR / p.43

DASSY®

SEATTLE / p.35
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DASSY HIGH
VISIBILITY

HIGH
VISIBILITY

®

DASSY®

6681

0612

fluo orange/navy

fluo orange

6861

navy/fluo orange
DASSY®

KALUGA / p.59

DASSY®

DUSSELDORF / p.58

DASSY®

OMAHA / p.56

DASSY®

SOLA / p.62

DASSY®

ORLANDO / p.65

DASSY®

LANCASTER / p.56

DASSY®

ODESSA / p.64

DASSY®

CARTER / p.59

DASSY®

MALAGA / p.58

DASSY®

PHOENIX / p.64

DASSY®

VENNA / p.57

DASSY®

DASSY®

BRANDON / p.59

DASSY®

ATLANTIS / p.60

DASSY®

BUFFALO / p.57

DASSY®

LUCCA / p.65

BILBAO / p.60

DASSY®

LIMA / p.62

DASSY®

CHICAGO / p.64

DASSY®

TOULOUSE / p.58

DASSY®

DENVER / p.59

DASSY®

GLASGOW / p.57

DASSY®

MALMEDY / p.65

DASSY HOGE
ZICHTBAARHEID
®

6631

fluo orange/bottle green
6366

bottle green/fluo orange
DASSY®

BILBAO / p.60

DASSY®

LIMA / p.62
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DASSY®

DENVER / p.59

DASSY®

DUSSELDORF / p.58

DASSY®

OMAHA / p.56

DASSY®

ORLANDO / p.65

DASSY®

LANCASTER / p.56

DASSY®

MALAGA / p.58

DASSY®

PHOENIX / p.64

DASSY®

ATLANTIS / p.60

DASSY®

BUFFALO / p.57

DASSY®

CHICAGO / p.64

DASSY®

TOULOUSE / p.58

DASSY®

GLASGOW / p.57

DASSY®

SOLA / p.62

DASSY®

ODESSA / p.64

DASSY®

VENNA / p.57

DASSY®

LUCCA / p.65

DASSY®

MALMEDY / p.65
DASSY HIGH
VISIBILITY

HIGH
VISIBILITY

®

DASSY®

6643

0606

fluo red/cement grey

fluo red

6463

cement grey/fluo red
DASSY®

CARTER / p.59

DASSY®

MALAGA / p.58

DASSY®

SOLA / p.62

DASSY®

ATLANTIS / p.60

DASSY®

ODESSA / p.64

DASSY®

DASSY®

BRANDON / p.59

DASSY®

LIMA / p.62

DASSY®

LUCCA / p.65

BILBAO / p.60

DASSY®

DENVER / p.59

DASSY®

PHOENIX / p.64

DASSY®

ORLANDO / p.65

DASSY®

CHICAGO / p.64

DASSY®

MALMEDY / p.65
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DASSY HIGH
VISIBILITY

HIGH
VISIBILITY

®

DASSY®

6981

0660

fluo yellow/navy

fluo yellow

6892

navy/fluo yellow
DASSY®

KALUGA / p.59

DASSY®

DUSSELDORF / p.58

DASSY®

OMAHA / p.56

DASSY®

SOLA / p.62

DASSY®

ORLANDO / p.65

DASSY®

LANCASTER / p.56

DASSY®

ODESSA / p.64

DASSY®

CARTER / p.59

DASSY®

MALAGA / p.58

DASSY®

PHOENIX / p.64

DASSY®

VENNA / p.57

DASSY®

DASSY®

BRANDON / p.59

DASSY®

ATLANTIS / p.60

DASSY®

BUFFALO / p.57

DASSY®

LUCCA / p.65

BILBAO / p.60

DASSY®

LIMA / p.62

DASSY®

CHICAGO / p.64

DASSY®

TOULOUSE / p.58

DASSY®

DENVER / p.59

DASSY®

GLASGOW / p.57

DASSY®

MALMEDY / p.65

DASSY HIGH
VISIBILITY
®

6941

fluo yellow/cement grey
6493

cement grey/fluo yellow
DASSY®

BILBAO / p.60

DASSY®

LIMA / p.62
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DASSY®

DENVER / p.59

DASSY®

DUSSELDORF / p.58

DASSY®

OMAHA / p.56

DASSY®

ORLANDO / p.65

DASSY®

LANCASTER / p.56

DASSY®

MALAGA / p.58

DASSY®

PHOENIX / p.64

DASSY®

ATLANTIS / p.60

DASSY®

BUFFALO / p.57

DASSY®

CHICAGO / p.64

DASSY®

TOULOUSE / p.58

DASSY®

GLASGOW / p.57

DASSY®

SOLA / p.62

DASSY®

ODESSA / p.64

DASSY®

VENNA / p.57

DASSY®

LUCCA / p.65

DASSY®

MALMEDY / p.65

DASSY®

MULTINORM
HIGH VISIBILITY

6943

fluo yellow/graphite grey
6494

graphite grey/fluo yellow
DASSY®

FRANKLIN / p.69

DASSY®

LENOX / p.68

DASSY®

MANCHESTER / p.68

DASSY®

COLOMBIA / p.69

DASSY®

SPENCER / p.69

DASSY®

MULTINORM
6474

graphite grey/black

DASSY®

KIEL / p.66

DASSY®

LINCOLN / p.66

DASSY®

WILSON / p.67

DASSY®

NIORT / p.67

DASSY FLAME
RETARDANT
®

0373

cement grey

DASSY®

MONTANA / p.71

DASSY®

ARIZONA / p.70

DASSY®

DAKOTA / p.71

DASSY®

TORONTO / p.71

DASSY FLAME
RETARDANT
®

0704

black
DASSY®

MONTANA / p.71

DASSY®

ARIZONA / p.70

DASSY®

DAKOTA / p.71

DASSY®

TORONTO / p.71
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DASSY® TROUSERS

114

ARIZONA

200778

Flame retardant trousers with knee pockets

p.70

SEATTLE WOMEN

200668

Two-tone work trousers with multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.68

BOSTON

200426

Two-tone work trousers with knee pockets

p.35

SOLA

200881

High visibility waterproof trousers

p.62

BOSTON WOMEN

200669

Two-tone work trousers with knee pockets

p.49

SPECTRUM

200892

Work trousers

p.16

BUFFALO

200431

High visibility trousers with knee pockets

p.57

STARK

200721

Canvas work trousers

p.24

CHICAGO

200807

High visibility trousers with knee pockets

p.64

TEXAS

200595

Canvas work trousers with multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.45

CONNOR

200893

Canvas work trousers with knee pockets

p.24

VEGAS

200822

Work trousers with reflective tape

p.32

DYNAX

200980

Work trousers with stretch and knee pockets

p.8

FLUX

200975

Work trousers with stretch, multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.8

GLASGOW

200899

High visibility trousers with multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.57

HELIX

200973

Work trousers with stretch

p.8

AXIS

250082

Work shorts with stretch

JACKSON

200596

Canvas work trousers with knee pockets

p.45

BARI

250011

Work shorts

p.36

KINGSTON

200622

Canvas work trousers

p.45

BIONIC

250071

Work shorts with multi-pockets

p.17

KNOXVILLE

200691

Stretch jeans with knee pockets

p.34

COSMIC

250067

Work shorts

p.17

LANCASTER

200612

High visibility trousers

p.56

LUCCA

250059

High visibility shorts

p.65

LENOX

200818

Two-tone multinorm high visibilty trousers with knee pockets

p.68

MONZA

250012

Two-tone work shorts with multi-pockets

p.37

LINCOLN

200570

Multinorm trousers with knee pockets

p.66

ROMA

250024

Two-tone work shorts

p.36

LIVERPOOL

200427

Work trousers

p.32

SMITH

250044

Canvas work shorts

p.24

LIVERPOOL COTTON

200548

Work trousers

p.46

TRIX

250083

Work shorts with stretch and multi-pockets

p.10

LIVERPOOL WOMEN

200667

Work trousers

p.48

VENNA

250030

High visibility work shorts

p.57

MAGNETIC

200908

Work trousers with multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.16

MANCHESTER

200819

Multinorm high visibility trousers with knee pockets

p.68

MELBOURNE

200953

Stretch jeans with multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.35

MIAMI

200487

Work trousers with knee pockets

p.34

BOLT

400149

Canvas brace overall with knee pockets

p.25

MIAMI COTTON

200536

Work trousers with knee pockets

p.46

CALAIS

400138

Two-tone brace overall

p.36

NASHVILLE

200658

Two-tone work trousers

p.32

CANNES

100286

Two-tone overall with knee pockets

p.37

NASHVILLE WOMEN

200681

Two-tone work trousers for women

p.48

COLOMBIA

400141

Multinorm high visibility brace overall with knee pockets

p.69

NOVA

200846

Work trousers with knee pockets

p.16

DAKOTA

400142

Flame retardant brace overall with knee pockets

p.71

ODESSA

200984

Summer high visibility trousers with knee pockets

p.64

MALMEDY

400156

High visibility brace overall with knee pockets

p.65

OMAHA

200620

High visibility trousers

p.56

NIMES KATOEN

100313

Overall with knee pockets

p.47

OXFORD

200444

Work trousers with multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.34

NIORT

100333

Multinorm overall with knee pockets

p.67

PHOENIX

200810

High visibility trousers

p.64

SPENCER

100380

Multinorm high visibility overall with knee pockets

p.69

SEATTLE

200428

Two-tone work trousers with multi-pockets and knee pockets

p.35

TORONTO

100370

Flame retardant overall with knee pockets

p.71

SEATTLE KIDS

200847

Two-tone work trousers with multi-pockets

p.51

TOULOUSE

400127

High visibility brace overall with knee pockets

p.58

DASSY® SHORTS
p.10

DASSY® BRACE OVERALLS | OVERALLS

VENTURA

400101

Brace overall with knee pockets

p.36

FELIX

300270

Sweatshirt

p.42

VENTURA COTTON

400101

Brace overall with knee pockets

p.47

INDY

300318

Hooded sweatshirt

p.28

VERSAILLES

400124

Two-tone brace overall with knee pockets

p.37

KINETIC

710019

T-shirt

p.21

VOLTIC

400148

Brace overall with knee pockets

p.17

LEON

710003

Polo shirt

p.43

WILSON

400143

Multinorm brace overall with knee pockets

p.67

LEON WOMEN

710006

Polo shirt

p.50

LIONEL

300449

Sweatshirt

p.43

NEXUS

710025

T-shirt

p.11

ORBITAL

710011

Polo shirt

p.21

DASSY® JACKETS | BODY WARMERS
ATLANTIS

300346

High visibility waterproof parka

p.60

OSCAR

710001

T-shirt

p.43

ATOM

300403

Work jacket

p.18

OSCAR WOMEN

710005

T-shirt

p.50

AUSTIN

500098

Canvas winter jacket

p.28

SONIC

710012

T-shirt with long sleeves

p.21

AVILA

350076

Sleeveless work jacket

p.38

STELLAR

300394

Sweatshirt

p.20

BILBAO

350100

High visibility body warmer

p.60

TRAXION

710026

Polo shirt

p.11

CHATEL

500084

Beaver winter jacket

p.40

VELOX

300450

Sweatshirt

p.11

CROFT

300319

Three-layered fleece jacket

p.28

WATSON KIDS

300391

Hooded zip-up sweatshirt

p.51

DUSSELDORF

300184

High visibility jacket

p.58

FARO

350077

Two-tone sleeveless work jacket

p.38

FRANKLIN

300374

Multinorm high visibility jacket

p.69

FUSION

350111

Softshell body warmer

p.18

ACHILLES

10003

Safety sandal

p.75

GRAVITY

300396

Softshell jacket

p.18

CORUS

10010

Lowcut safety shoe

p.74

HULST

350051

Two-tone body warmer

p.39

HERMES

10001

Midcut safety shoe

p.76

HYPER

300404

Wind- and waterproof jacket

p.18

JUPITER

10006

Lowcut safety shoe

p.75

JAKARTA

300336

Two-tone softshell jacket

p.39

NEPTUNUS

10007

Lowcut safety shoe

p.75

JAKARTA WOMEN

300435

Two-tone softshell jacket

p.49

NOX

10011

Lowcut safety shoe

p.74

KALUGA

300247

High visibility fleece jacket

p.59

SPARTA

10009

Midcut safety shoe

p.74

KAZAN

300217

Two-tone fleece jacket

p.42

THANOS

10008

Midcut safety shoe

p.76

KAZAN WOMEN

300293

Two-tone fleece jacket

p.50

ZEUS

10002

Lowcut safety shoe

p.76

KENT

300316

Canvas work jacket

p.25

KIEL

300245

Multinorm jacket

p.66

LIMA

500120

High visibility winter jacket

p.62

LOCARNO COTTON

300233

Work jacket

p.47

ARES

800055

Insole

p.77

LUGANO

300183

Two-tone work jacket

p.38

AURA

800068

Knitted scarf

p.79

MALAGA

300329

High visibility softshell jacket

p.58

BRIGHTON

800002

Tool pouch

p.79

MINSK

300411

Winter jacket

p.40

CERES 130cm

800063

Round laces 130cm

p.77

MONS

350062

Body warmer

p.39

CERES 150cm

800063

Round laces 150cm

p.77

MONTANA

300342

Flame retardant jacket

p.71

CRATOS

800047

Certified knee pads (type 2, level 1)

p.78

NOUVILLE

300195

Work jacket

p.38

GORDON WITH LOOPS

800076

Canvas tool pouches with velcro loops

p.79

ORLANDO

300367

High visibility jacket

p.65

JUNO

720002

Wool socks

p.79

PENZA

300219

Fleece jacket

p.42

LEOS 120cm

800075

Flat laces 120cm

p.77

PENZA WOMEN

300294

Fleece jacket

p.50

LEOS 150cm

800075

Flat lace 150cm

p.77

PULSE

300400

Sweatshirt jacket

p.20

MERCURIUS

800019

Printed belt

p.78

TAVIRA

300304

Softshell jacket

p.39

NOTUS

800013

Knee pads

p.78

TAVIRA WOMEN

300439

Softshell jacket

p.49

ODIN

910011

Knitted beanie

p.79

TIGNES

500087

Two-tone beaver winter jacket

p.40

PLUTO

720001

Coomaxfx® socks

p.79

TULSA

300259

Canvas work jacket

p.44

SATURNUS

800026

Belt

p.78

WAYNE

350087

Canvas body warmer

p.28

THEMIS

800062

Braces

p.79

TRITON

910004

Cap

p.79

XANTUS

800102

Stretch belt with embossed DASSY logo

p.78

DASSY® KNITWEAR
BASIEL

300358

Two-tone sweatshirt

p.42

BRANDON

710024

High visibility UV polo-shirt

p.59

CARTER

710027

High visibility UV T-shirt

p.59

CESAR

710004

Two-tone polo shirt

p.43

CONVEX

300447

Midlayer

p.11

DENVER

300376

High visibility sweatshirt

p.59

DASSY® SAFETY SHOES
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